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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA -

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD OE017 A10:39

f bh.:h7 Tg,pIn the Matter of
GVICE59. i.~ 4I Docket Nos. 50- 45APPLICATION OF TEXAS UTILITIES

I and 50-446GENERATING COMPANY, ET AL. FOR
I -

AN OPERATING LICENSE FOR -

ICOMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC
STATION UNITS #1 AND #2 .

(CPSES) g

. CASE'S MOTION TO SUPPLEMENT
-

CASE'S EXHIBITS

On October 18, 1982, CASE filed its response to the Board's directive regarding

CASE's exhibits which had been offered into evidence at various times during the-

course of the evidentiary hearing. In its December 7,1982, Order (Proposed Findings
-

of Fact; CASE Exhib'its), the Board accepted certain CASE Exhibits into evidence and -

.

rejected others.
'

CASE'hereby files this Motion to Supplement CASE's Exhibits with the enclosed
--

CASE exhibits which we believe constitutes new and significant infomation which

should be in the record of these proceedings to help complete the record. This

motion is filed pursuant to 10 CFR 2.730.

We move that the following CASE Exhibits be accepted into evidence, copies
'

of which are enclosed herew'ith:
-

'

Exhibit 738 -- Findings and Recommended Decision of Administrative Law ,

Judge resulting from the August 19-21, 1982, hearings before
V. 5. Department of Labor Judge in the matter of Charles ,-

A. Atchison, Complainant vs. Brown & Root, Inc. (Case No. ,,

82-ERA-9)
.

Exhibit 735 -- I&E Report 82-14 dated September 29, 1982 (received by CASE
10/15/82),

Exhibit 736 -- I&E Report 82-14 dated Nov. 8,1982 (received by CASE 11/22/82) .

S
Exhibit 739 -- I&E Report 82-14, supplemental letter dated Dec. 9,'1982,

. from NRC Region IV to TUGC0 .

Exhibit 740. -- Nov.17,1982, letter from TUGC0 to NRC Region ~IV m: NRC IE
Bulletin 82-01, Supplement 1

8212230182 821214 5
- .

,
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In support of this motion, we offer the following information:

Exhibit 738, Findings and Recommended Decision of Administrative Law Judge result-
ing from the August 19-21, 1982, hearings before U. S. Department of Labor Judge |

in the matter of Charles A. Atchison, Complainant vs. Brown & Root, Inc., (Case
No. 82-ERA-9).

Administrative Judge found in favor of Atchison; and stated amoung other
things that "My evaluation of the respondent's witnesses' testimony itself, and
when . analyzed with their pre April 13, 1982 records', and their pre and post April
12, 1982 statements, convinces that their proffered explanation of the non-protected
reasons for complainant's termination is not reasonable nor credible and is pretexual."

.

It also goes into detail regarding Mr. Atchison's work activities and perfonnance -

which bear on these proc.eedings. *

Exhibit 735, IRE Report 82-14 dated September 29, 1982 (received by CASE 10/15/82);
Exhibit 736, I&E Report 82-14 dated Nov. 8,1982 (received by CASE 11/22/82); and ~

Exhibit 739. I&E Report 82-14, supplemental letter dated Dec. 9,1982, from NRC -

'

Region IV to TUGCO.
This I&E Report discusses the NRC's investigation of allegations made by

CASE witness Charles A. Atchison. Exhibit 735 gave the impression that everything
had been identified and corrected by the licensee except for one very minor pro- i

cedural problem. Exhibit 736 was a revision of Exhibit 735 (the o_nly time, to'
CASE's knowledge that a released I&E Report has ever been revised by the Region
IV office). Exhibit. 736 changed certain important items and added that " Region
IV does plan to perform additional inspections of vendor shop performed welding
and this issue remains open."- This revision was made following Applicants''

.

report ng a potentially reportable construction deficiency involving structural r
welding performed by NPS Industries (see Exhibit 739). . .

6

Exhibit 740, No'v.17,1982, letter from TUGC0 to NRC Region IV re: NRC IE Bulletin
82-01, Supplement 1. Letter indicating that some radiographs of welds on piping -

subassemblies furnished by ITT Grinnell had been enhanced with a soft l~ead pencil
,

and (in one instance) with an ink pen.

These Exhibits will be included and discussed in more detail in CASE's
Answer to the NRC Staff's 11/17/82 Brief in Support of Its Exceptions to the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board's Order Denying Reconsideration of September 30, 1982.
We request that the Board await that pleading and your consideration of it before
ruling on this instant motion; we wanted to get the attached infonnation. into the
hands of the Board as soon as possible, however. -

Respectfully ' submitted,
.

tx L f ~>

pCASE (Citizens Association for Sound Energy)
44rs.) ~Juariita. Ellis, President

.

1426 S. Polk -

Dallas, Texas 75224 -

214/946-9446
.

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA | ., .. n

| NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION- a
-

t -
3

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD .;
,

i

| In the Matter of I
"

i I
APPLICATION OF TEXAS UTILITIES I Docket Nos. 50-445

| GENERATING COMPANY, ET AL. FOR AN I and 50-446
OPERATING LICENSE FOR COMANCHE I

~

PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION I
UNITS #1 AND #2 (CPSES) I -

_

. . . . .
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

By my signature below$upplement CASE's ExhibitsI hereby certify that true and correct copies ~of' ~ ~~' - -CASE s Motion to

have been sent to the names listed below this 14 th day of December , 1982, by:
Express Mail where indicated by * and First Class Mail elsewhere. '

.

. .

* Administrative Judge Marshall E. Miller David J. Preister, Esq.
- U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Asnistant Attorney Gdheral , . * ' ,-

Atomic Safety and Licensing. Board Panel Environmental Protection Division
W;shington, D. C. 20555 P. O. Box 12548, Capitol Station

Austin, TX 78711
n :,-

^

* Dr. Kenneth A. McCollom, Dean * Ms. Lucinda Minton -

Division of Engineering, Architecture, . Panel Law Clerk
and Technology Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel' , ' . ' ' .

Oklahoma State University U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission .c --

Stillwater, . Oklahoma 74074 Washington, D. C. 20555
'

-

.

* Dr. Richard Cole, Member Atomic Safety and Licensing
*

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Board Panel '

,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
W2shington, D. C., 20555 Washington, D. C. 20555

* Nicholas S. Reynolds, Esq. Atomic Safety and Licensing'
Deb.?voise & Liberman Appeal Panel
12 ? - 17th St., N. W. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .

Wrshington, D. C. 20036 Washington, D. C. 20555

* Mgrjorie Ulman Rothschild, Esq. Docketing and Service Section . -

Office of Executive Imgal Director Office of the Secretary
*

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555 Washington, D. C. 20555

, .

'
i;

,qn, A*

! fMrs.) Juanita Ellis, esident'-

.,

j hCASE (Citizens. Association _for Sou.nd_ Energy) -

'. -

. .
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3 CASE EXHIBIT 738.- -

U.S. Dep:rtment cf Lab:r Omco of Administrative Lew Judges'

211 MainStreet
'

.

L * *
San Francisco, California 94105

| }# (415) 974-0514 Suite 600' .

FTS 8 454 0514 ,jg~-

'02
DEC y7

A10:39In the' Matter of-
'

. 7c., .

l'WS:[,.!jcr..,,

, -CHARLES A. ATCHISON dgGJQ.',

Complainant
CASE NO. 82-ERA-9 *

v. *

.

BROWN AND ROOT, INC. "
-

' Respondent
,

.'

Kenneth J. Mighell, Esq.'

Cowles. Sorrells, Patterson & Thompson
1800 One Main Place
Dallas, Texas 75250

For the Complainant -

1

Peter R. McClain, Esq.
|Brown & Root, Inc.

.. P. O. Box 3 |
) *

Houston, Texas 77001 i ;
-

* For,.:the Respondentl '

Before: ELLIN M. O'SHEA
Administrative Law Judge

.

'

.

.

RECOMMENDED DECISION,

Statement of the Case

This is a proceeding under i 210 of the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974, as amended (42 U.S.C. 55851), hereafter called the

-

Act. The Act (42 U.S.C. 55851(a)) prohibits a Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) licensee from discharging or discriminating ag'ainst
an employee who has comme'nced a proceeding to carry out the purposes
of the Act. The Act is implemented by regulations designed to
protect so-called " whistle-blower" employees from retaliatory or
discriminatory actions by their employers (at 29 C.F.R. Part 24).
An employee who believes that he or she has b.e en discriminated
against in violation of that section may file a complaint within 30
days after the violation occurs.

'>'
e'
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The complainant on April 16, 1982 filed a complaint under the
Act and regulations with the Secretary of Labor. Following an in-

, vestigation the Area Director of the Department's Employment Stand-
ards Administration issued a May 14, 1982 determination that com-
plainant was a protee'ted employee engaging in a protected activity
within the Act's ambit and that discrimination prohibited by the Act
v'a s a factor in the actions of which he complained, warranting the.

Director's notice to respondent to abate their violation of the Act
and provide specified appropriate relief ,to complainant, including
his reinstatement and payment of back wages and expenses incurred i

because of his termination and unemployment.

Respondent timely appealed this determination, as a result of
which by July 8, 1982 notice, this matter was scheduled for formal
hearing held in Dallas, Texas on August 19; 1982, August 20, 1982
and August 21, 1982. The parties were both represented by counsel
at hearing, and at' counsel's joint request an opportunity to submit-

written briefs was afforded. The reco,rd was closed on October 6,
1982, with the receipt of briefs. *

,

Hereby admitted into the record is complainant's counsel's ,

September 1, 1982 letter, submitted in accord with my instructions
at trial, which also encloses an identifying exhibit list of the -,
Claimant's 26 Exhibits admitted at trial, as well as an identifi-
cation list of the contents o i- Claimant's Exhibit 26, the Department
of. Labor. file. Counsel's fee petition, included with his September. ..

1, 1982 letter, is admitted.

An identifying description of the contents of respondent's
three volumes of Exhibits conditionally admitted at trial, then
marked and identified as Respondent's Volumes A, B, and C, was
received with respondent's counsel's September 1, 1982 letter. It,

and counsel's September 1, 1982 letter are hereby entered into the
record. Given complainant's counsel's September 1, 1982 lack of
objection, all of respondent's exhibits are finally admitted into
the record. Respondent's counsel's September 22, 1982 letter with
his enclosed motion to correct the transcript is. admitted, and this
motion is granted. Complainant's counsel has not objected to this

~

motion since service; most of the changes are minor spelling
corrections,,the remainder consistent with the sense of similar
testimony, and the page 452 correction is in accord with this ,

witness' omitted response.

To the extent possible, for ease and clarity in review of a
voluminous and unwieldy record, this decision's references to the
evidence will attempt to conform to respondent's counsel's method of
reference described in footnote one of his post-trial brief.

Both parties having been afforded full opportunity to be heard
and to present evidence and arguments on the issues, this

_

.
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recommended decision, and the findings of fact and conclusions *

reflected below, are based on the entire record of the proceedings, . .

and on consideration of their briefs. ~

..
4

s

Complainant's'Credibi}ity S

In reaching the following findings of fact and weighing the ..
*

cradibility of the witnesses' testimony, the fact that complainant
lied on his application for Brown sad Root employment when he stated
he received an associate's degree f rom Tarrant County Junior College
has been carefully considered. In this regard, Brown and Root was

j construtively aware of the complainant's false statements as to his
educational achievements no later than sometime in the summer of |1980, when they received such advice in response to their apparent ;
r'outine inquiry (NCR Exa. 134, 137; NCR 3199-3469.) However, no jaction in accordance with their standard advice to potential ;employee job applicants that an'y misrepresentation of application 4

-

facts may be a cause for dismissal.was taken at any time prior to j
the April 12, 1982 termination at issue. Apparently this was
because this filed reply (NCR Ex. 134) indicating complainant's f'false statements, was overlooked or unread on receipt It is clear c.

that neither Mr. Purdy nor Mr. Brandt was aware of any of the j
;

claimant's false representations as to his educational achievements - 'l
until they came to light in connection with the July 1982 Nuclear, - . [
Regulatory Commission (NRC) hearings. ~

"].

(
I

.
,

However, Brown and Root's inaction does not alter the fact of j
.

complainant's initial misrepresentation; and further, the record
- iestablishes complainant also physically altered a copy of the .iTarrant County Junior College reply to Brown and Root to reflect his j

.

achievement of a degree and then used this altered form as part of '

his January 1982 application for TUCCO employment. These facts as ;to the complainant's document alteration were, elicited from him~1n
connection with post termination activities, and his testimony fbefore the NRC (NCR 3199-3469), and were also unknown to Mr. Brandt
and Mr. Purdy at his April 12, 1982 termination.

.

Careful consideration has been given to these misrepresenta-
tions, not under oath, including the ' circumstances thereof; as well
as complainant's misstatements at points.under oath. (HCR 3199, at ,

3277: 13-18, NCR Ex. 200). While they are not, in my opinion,-

. .

weighing the entire record to decide the issues before me, '

determinative of complainant's total lack of credibility, these
serious, unbelievably explained actions, of necessity, are of
considerable significance in assessing his credibility vis-a-vis
respondent's witness' where their testimony conflicts.

However, complainant's credibility does not determine his
|, establishment of a prima facia case of discharge for a protected (activity; the internal Brown and Root written documents do. In

,

9
.
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reaching factual findings where attestions conflict I have looked
to, and particularly weighed the other evidence surrounding the
events in question to judge the actuality of the situation

' presented, giving weight to complainant's representations only when
,

corroborated by other. evidence of record over which he had no j
control, including reasonable inferences therefrom.

~

The findings reached below are made because the other
-

-

surrounding evidence in this case persuades of the -

who hisrepresented; lied;andissue-determinative averments of one
altered a college record. My evaluation of the respondent's
witnesses' testimony itself, and when analyzed with their pre April
13, 1982 records, and their pre and post April 12, 1982 statementa,
convinces that their proffered explanation of the non protected
reasons for complainant's termination is not reasonable nor credible
and is pretexual. The question of complainant's credibility plays
little, if any, part in this finding and conclusion..

. s

Complainant's Background with Brown and Root and His Firing

Brown and Root, the respondent, hereinafter B&R, is the con-
structor of One Commanche Peak Steam Electric (CPSE) Nuclear Pr'oject
at Glen Rose, Texas for Texas Utilities Generating Company, herein
(TUGCO). Complainant was employed by Brown and Root at the Comanche
Peak Nuclear Project on February 28, 1979, and at all timas since, -

and until his April 12, 1982 termination was Brown and Root's
1 / document specialist. As suchT- employee. He was hired as a QA/QC

he was responsible for insuring that all required documentation was
completed and ace' urate in accordance with applicable procedures and
standards. He held this job until the fall of 1979 when he became a
Quality Assurance Engineering Specialist where as such he was in-
volved in reviewing reports of no'nconformance against the appropri-
ate applicable standards and requirements; and which' ultimately
resulted in his being assigned the job title of Project Training
Coordinator, writing, instructing and teaching courses. to certify
personnel of Brown and Root as qualified'to perform a variety of,

inspection functions involved in documentation / inspection for
compliance. He also, as of 1981, was certified as an auditor and ,

was involved in vendor audits.
'

He had h' eld his project training coordinator position for,

' more than a year as of late 1981 when, as a result of a managemeht
reorganization at Brown and Root, uffecting a number of respondent's
emp1'oyees, he was transferred, in compliance with his specific
request and desires, and appparently on the recommendation of Jim
Hawkins, a prior site QA manager, to a field job as a quality
control inspector on the project. Organizational 1y in this field
position he was assigned to what is known within Brown and Root as

-
. ,,

1
-/ Quality Assurance / Quality Control. Hereinafter Quality Control

will be referred to as QC, as in QC inspector.

.

- 4-
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the ASME2/ side of the project, the mechanical QC inspection staff,
-

where he worked under the immediate supervision of Richard D. Ice.
73- the QC ASME Hechanical Equipment Supervisor. His primary QC

inspector job functioq responsibility from the time of his 1981
transfer to the field and during the organizational changes of hi s |
position thereafter, until he was terminated April 12, 198 2, was
i'nspection of pipe whip restraints. l

-

'As complainant's supervisor from December 1981 until late
January 1982, Hr. Ice found complainant's performance as a quality
control inspector excellent, (NRC Ex SA) and he tectified he vould
have willingly accepted complainant back into his group, if he had
any say in the matter, despite the one questioning incident
reflected at TR 275-277 where complainant was concerned because the
certification paper-work f or the job he was being asked to perform
was not completed. Mr. Ice's testimony as to complainant's field

*

work performance is not dissimilar to the prior good work perfor-
formance evaluations he received from earlier Brown and Root rating
supervisors, albeit they assessed him in the different job titles he
held prior to his transfer to the field (Exhibits within Plaintif f 's-
Exhibits 3-15; within Plaintiff's Ex. 26).

Sometime in late January 1982 another management realignment of
project site responsibilities took place which affected complainant.
A decision was made to transfer several employees of the Brown and
Root ASME QC inspection group, including complainant, to a non-ASME-

mec,hanical inspeccion group organizationally under TUGCO, in connec-
tion with a transfer of inspection of pipe whip restraints responsi-"
bilities from Brown and Root to TUGCO. -

.

Mr. Gordon Purdy is the Brown and Root Site QA Manager at
Commanche Peak, and at all times since his assignment to this
position in late 1981, has organizationally been complainant's
ultimate supervisor, many layers removed. As such he was the '

responsible Brown and Root official who made the April 12, 1982
decision to fire the complainant, and it was Mr. Purdy who
personally orally advised him of this decision on April 12, 1982.
It would appear that the Brown and Root management reorganization.of
late 1981 was connected with Purdy's transfer to the project from a
corporate entity in Houston. It was Mr. Purdy who was responsible

'

for advising Mr. Brandt, the Ebasco Services employee of TUGCO's*
subcontractor, of just which Brown and Root employees would be
transferred to Brandt's group in connection with the 1982 transfer
of pipe whip restraints inspection responsibilities from Brown and
Root to TUGCO.

,

Mr.Brandt was the project's non-ASME Mechanical / Civil QA/QC
Supervisor. When advised by Purdy that Atchison was being
transferred to his group, Mr. Brandt objected. He told Purd he did

*
.

2/ American Society of Mechanical Engineers

.
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net want complainant in his group. While complainant had never
previously worked for, or under Brandt; or for anyone who reported,.,
to Brandt who would have personal knowledge of complainant's work
performance, or job hgbits, Mr. Brandt had formed an opinion, for
reasons stated below, that complainant was unqualified as a, and to

,

test welders, and spent his time as training coordinator job seeking i
D for, and "stiring up" the project's quality control inspectors.

~,

Brandt had previously conveyed this opinion of Atchison to Purdy
prior to complainant's 1981 transfer to the field. Purdy neverthe-
less advised Brandt that Atchison would be transferred to hi.s group.

As a result of this transfer, sometime in February 1982
complainant organizationally came under the direct and immediate
supervision of Randall D. Smith, the non-ASME Mechanical QC Lead -

Supervisor, a Brown and koot employee. Between Brandt and Smith.
Smith reported to a Mr. Foote, an Ebasco employee, (not qualified as.

a welder) who reported to Brandt. ~

On April 2, 1982 Smith evaluated complainant's job performance ,

and job habits, in connection with the promotion from QC Inspector 5
~~

to QC Inspector A that Smith then recommended t,o Brandt, through
,

Foote, at complainant's request, a request apparently generated by
Purdy's February 12, 1982 memorandum as to salary adjustments for QC

' he certificationinspectors and complainant's achievement of t

necessary to qualify for the promotion it described. (Pt Exhibit D.
PX Exs. 18, 19). . Complainant was(outstanding to exceptional in five-

of the six rated items, average in only one - leadership pottntial. -

The quality as we11 as quantity of,his work was, in Smith's judg-
ment, outstanding. When called upon :to initiate and process the ~

paperwork to effectuate Purdy's Ap'ril 12, 1982 termination decision
Smith had to again rate complainant's job performance. He reitera-
ted it was excellent. (PX Ex. 24). ,

,

j According to what Smith was told by.Purdy April 12, 1982 '

comolainant was being fired because Brandt told Purdy his services-

were no longer required and Purdy had no place to assign Atchison on
the ASME Staff. The counseling and guidance report which Purdy . .

signed in connection with complainant's termination stated his -
'

,,

termination was recommended because of Atchison's " lack of ability
to perform assigned tasks and follow supervisory instructions" in.

his work performanca (PX Ex. 22); an obvious reflection of Brandt's
April 12, 1982 written advice to Purdy that complainant's services
were' no longer required by him because while Atchison was assigned
the responsibility for inspection of pipe whip restraints installa-
tion he

"has demonstrated a lack of ability in performing
j assigned task, in that (enphasis supplied) he

refuses to limit his scope of responsibility to~

. pipe whip restraints, and insists on getting
| involved with other areas outside his scope." "

| (PX. Ex. 23).
:.

,

.
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| Complainant in conmenting as requested on Brown and Root's'

April 12, 1982 internal counseling report, above Purdy's signature
that day and assumedly prior to such signature (TR 711-714), stated,,,

that his termination in fact resulted from his reporting of unsatis-
factory, v e n d o r- s u p p lie d 3/ pipe whip restraints being installed on
this nuclear project, and a personal conflict with Mr. Brandt and
Mr. Foote over his reporting this noncompliance (PX Ex. 22).

.

Brown and Root's Trial Contentions As To Termination

Brandt's, Purdy's and Brown and Root's post April 12, 1982
statements as to the reasons for Atchison's firing vary from and are
inconsisi6at with those reflected in their April 12, 1982 internal
communication, the Brown and Roote termination forms that day and
some of Purdy's' April 12, 1982 statements to Atchison and Smith.
Brandt's later statements indicate that in fact the complainant's
firing resulted from a combination of Brandt's perceptions and.

evaluations of Atchison's job performance inadequacies and mistakes
personally observed on two occasions in March 1982, one in connec-
tion with the nonconformance report reported and logged in
complainant's name, fM-82-00296 (hereinafter NCR 296); and TUGO's
and Brown and Root's belief that complainant's. April 22, 1982 u

'

nonconformance report fM-82-00361 (hereinaf ter NCR #361) was an
attempt to leverage or secure a promotion through the attached "pov
wow" note. However, Purdy attested complainant was fired because of r

the circumstances attendant on his April 12, 1982 filing of NCR '

f361, including Purdy's belief complainant's " pow wow" note to Smith.

was an attempt to use a nonconformance report to secure a promotion ,]
and Purdy's unsuccessful efforts to place complainant in any other fpBrown and Root job after Brandt's PX Exhibit 23 advice.

p
a

APPLICABLE LAW - ISSUE FOR DECISION '

i
The respondent's position is that the complainant has failed to

state a proper cause of action for which relief may be granted under
$ 210 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 5851. This section provides:,

.

"Sec. 210(a) No employer, including a Commis'sion licen-
see, an applicant for a Commission license, or a con-
tractor or a subcontractor of a Commission licensee or
applicant', may discharge any employee or otherwise

;-discriminate against any employee with respect to his ,

compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of
'e mpl o ym e n t because the employee (or any pe,rson acting
pursuant to a request of the employee) -

(1) commenced, caused to be commenced, or is
about to commence or cause to be commenced a pro-
ceeding under this Act or the Atomic Energy Act of

. -

3/ Vendor referred to was CB61, Chicago Bridge and Iron.

- 7-
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1954, as amended, or a proceeding for the admin-
istration or enforcement of any requirement

'

@.

a imposed under this Act or the Atomic Energy Act of .]
'

1954, as amended; '

. . ' 'm
lj'

.

(2) testified or is about to testify in any such y

', proceeding or; -

.

(3) assisted or participated og is about to as-
sist or participate in any manner in such a pro- ,

ceeding or in any other manner in such a proceed '
f.ing or in any other action to carry out the

purposes of this Act or the Atomic Energy Act of g

1954, as amended."
-

,

Complainant asserts he was discharged by reskondent April 12, *

1982 because of, and following his actions to report construction*

deficiencies, and to give information as to quality control (
violations under this Act or the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, i.e., $

because he filed NCR #296 and NCR # 361. In effect, the quality
control procedure under which he was functioning when these NCRs J

'

were averredly filed by him, (10 C.F.R. Part 50, 5 50.34(a)(7),
Appendix B), and in, and for, the performance of which.he alleges.he
was fired, in my opinion in themselves constitute an action or a
proceeding for the administration or enforcement of the Acts '

.

..
. requirements; and further, in such' performance, giving rise to the.

1
, .

averred discriminatory firing at issue, the complainant was carrying
out the Acts' pu rp o s e s . Thus, in my opinion, and it is so found,
the complainant's' activities giving rise to his April 12, 1982
firing, that is his averred filing of NCR #296 and his filing of NCR
#361, were protected activities within this Act's meaning to which
the protected activity provisions of 55851 apply.

I also find from Smith's testimony that in connection with his
sork on NCR f 296 complainant mentioned he.would, as he had in the*

pest, go to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission with his unanswered
concerns about a backfit program, knowledge as to which Smith
conveyed to Foote. (TR 430-433). I also infer from the total

*

circumstances presented in this record that he voiced these co n c e r'n s
to other inspecting personnel at the worksite. Nevertheless I do
not believe in the circumstances here, where the filing of NCR f)96
and NCR #361 themselves constitute protected activity under the
Act .that complainant's stated intent to approach the Commission, or
knowledge of this statement by Brandt and/or Purdy, determines

protected activity when fired.whether complainant was engaged in a

Brandt and Purdy's testimony establish complainant's. firing
resulted from his filing NCR #361, and the circumstances surrounding
and resulting from the complainant's filing of this report, a report

|
which in and of itself was an action to carry out the Act's

1 .
,

| .
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purpose. The argument that the NCR itself did not precipitate and
result in the complainant's firing, but that the " pow wow" note.. ,
alone resulted in his firing, divorced from the NCR to which it was
attached; and that

the'o t a ll y
latter is an activity beyond the ambit of the

Act's protection, is t illogical and unconvincing. Reason
d,1ctates that the " pow wow" note is meaningless absent NCR f361.

~

Therefore the issue to be determined here is whether Brown and 1

Root violated the employee protection provisions of the Act, 42
| U.S4C. 55851, by discharging Atchison for complaining about and

reporting the construction defects and quality control defic'iencies i
in the nuclear plant workplace, for his averred filing of NCR i296, |
and his April 12, 1982 filing of NCR #361.

'

!
.

I an of the opinion that under the case law applicable to this (
issue under the Act; Mt. Healthy City School District Board of. .

Education v. Doyle, 429 U.S. 274; Texas Department of Community
Affairs v. Burdine, 101 S.Ct. 1089; TRW, Inc. v. NLRB, 654 F.2d 307
and Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. v. Donovsu,
Dkt. No. 81-4215, 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals, 3/8/82; this record
must be analyzed and findings made in accord with the following-,

principles. The complainant must make a prima facie showing'

sufficient to support an inference that protected conduct was a
" motivating factor" in the employer's decision to terminate him.
Having so established, which as indicated below I find f rom this
record, the employer must articulate a legitimate business reason- -

for, the action taken againct complainant, demonstrate that the same
action would havet taken place even;in the absence of the protectedi

'

conduct; and t'.;e complainant must then persuade by substantial
evidence that the protected activity was the moving cause for the
dismissal or other complained of discriminatory action under $5851.

With the background facts noted above, and this concept of the
1egal framework against which the issue before me is to be decided,<

all*the evidence gathered and reflected in this record, including
that not recited below, is analyzed to reach specific findings of
fact and conclusions determinative of the issue of whether complain-

: nant was discharged for engaging in activity protected by the Act..
*

FINDINGS OF FACT
,

.

I Non Conformance Reports (NCRs) Procedures
.

The record establishes that in September 1980, complainant
advis'ed the NRC of welding deficiencies in vendor manufactured
(CB&I) pipe moment restraints which on NRC investigation resulted in
their issuance of a Notice of Violation. Complainant's avermenti

that these defects, identified by a Brown and Root QC inspector at
! .the CB&1 vendor site, were waived for shipment to the Commanche Peak

nuclear plant by Brown and Root personnel was not substantiated by
the NRC's' 1980 investigation. (NRC Ex. 199).

'
-

.
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In January 1982, Atchison discussed his identification of
rejectable weld defects in a number of CB&1 vendor-supplied pipe
whip restraints with his then supervisor, Ice. He wes advised that
similar problems with such items having been identified on prior 3s
occasions, these vendor-supplied restraints were not subject to

'

further inspection by site QC personnel, having been inspected by
the vendor, the TUCCO vendor release inspection personnel, and the*

CPSES receiving QA inspection personnel.

Ice verbally discussed Atchison's submissionofanNCRj/
Atchison had drafted regarding these restraints but told hin he did
not believe it would be accepted because of the previous acceptable
inspections and the response Ice had received from upper level
supervision to the same question he had posed on these CB&I vendor
supplied pipe whip restraints. Complainant did not take the action
necessary to commit this noted nonconformance to the system, i.e.,

,

secure an NCR number from the appropriate NCR Coordinator. (NCR F.I
199) ,,

The record establishes that under the procedures in effect at -

this project, it is the issuance of this NCR number by the NCE.
Coordinator which commits the NCR to the s y s t e m'. Once an NCR number
is taken or assigned the deficiency or nonconformance logged has to
be acted on to disposition, or voided by management, with a record
maintained solely because the NCR number was or is taken or
assigned. There was no way in which complainant, or any employee- - *

who took or was as' signed an NCR number in similar circumstances
could retract or withdraw the NCR so issued, that is, issued in the
sense of the number being issued.

There is a written procedure to be followed for the documen-
tation, handling and disposition of NCRs. (Respondent's Ex . Z- 2) .
It has been carefully considered in conjunction with the witnesses'
testimony as well as'the testimony of the NRC Staff Members, Taylor
and Driskill, at the July 1982 HRC hearings, as to how, in practice
at this project site, the NCRs were in fact handled in accord with
these procedures, including the reworking and rewriting of NCR f296,
to comply with Brandt's directions after this NCR was committed to

' the system upon NCR number issuance.
.

I do not find that the use of the words " issue" or " issuance"
of NCRs at this project had any specialized, procedurally-directed
meaning such that its use would convey to employees working within
this system any inpression other than that the NCR had been finally
typed by the NCR coordinator, and was ready to proceed through the
supervisory line of command to ultimate disposition or voiding. It

is cient from this record that depending on the particular
circumstances of the nonconformance item being questioned or
identified, discussions of NCRs could and were had between the

-

.

:

_./ Nonconformance Report (Exnibit R-Z.2).4
,

'
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originator of the NCR (person in whose name NCR number logged) and J

his supervisor both prior to the assignment of an NCR cumber, as - j
well as after the number was assigned or taken and while the draft i
NCR was being written.., f.

Incident at Pressurizer Tank Room, Reactor Building 1, 822 level.
-

.

T' e complainant's specific responsibility was inspection of ?n
modification areas of pipe whip restraints,. site modifications, g
or additions t o, or installations of pipe whip rertraints that could ,

be vendor fabricated. The reporting by NCR of obvious defects,
located outside Brown and Root's modification areas, using AWS D1.1

'

inspection criteria, was also within complainant's scope of job
responsibility (PX. Ex. 21).

Sometime An March 1982, but prior to March 23, 1982 the com-
,

plainant was performing his inspection testing, in an area where, ,

site welders had complained to him of bad vendor item welds they j
"were seeing. He noted, about 18 inches to his right according his

attestions, through paint, a number of defects he believed were
reject under the standards to which he was inspect (AWS ;

D1.1)._gble/ He drafted an NCR and advised Smith of his findings.

This incident provided the first occasion for Brandt to have .

any supervisory contact with Atchison's work activities. Brandt's [
concern, on viewing the problem raised by Atchison through Smith and fj

'

Foote was the fact that the vendor defects Atchison visually noted
were "at the closest 3 to 4 feet away from the weld he was suppose
to inspect," (UEA, page 10) and the re jectable . porosity Atchison '

noted was within acceptable limits.6-/ Brandt zold Foote that the
*

porosity defects Atchison noted an'd mapped on his one page sketch
were not unacceptable, porosity defects, but as to the other welding
defects noted by Atchison, Brandt could not make a judgment unless
the paint was removed.

Analysis of the witnesses' attestions at trial as to what
comments Brandt made following this inspection, at which Atchison
was not present, referable to Atchison's work, differ. According t'o
Brandt he casually and without emphasis and perhaps in Smith's
hearing mentioned to Foote that Atchison bas requiring excess

,

preparation for his liquid penetrant testing. Atchison testified
Smith conveyed to him that the vendor veld items he questioned were ,

,

!
:

f5/ American Welding Standards.

(
'

.

6/ Brandt's testimony as to the specifics, however, at TR 535: 3-7

[
~

raise's a question as to whether in fact " porosity" is what was
noted by Atchinen. Note the conditional statement as to
porosity at TR 535: 21-23. Brandt did not have the draft NCR at
that examination; he had ecly the one page sketch to work from.

11 --
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not nonconforming and he was outside the scope of his responsibility
in his reporting these items, and this information was coming from ;

Brandt. While it is clear Smith as a result of the circumstances of I

this incident, n' thir time conveyed to Atchison his concern about f
the porosity a cance criteria he was using, it is also clear to g
me on an analys1. of this record that through Smith's statements to '

him, which I infer came from upper management involved in this <

,

incident, i.e., Brandt and/or Foote, complainant was given to
understand he was exceeding the scope of his inspector
responsibilities in reporting what he believed were vendor veld
defects, i.e., they were beyond his testing area, (PX. Ex. 26.14);

*

and complainant then initiated his request for information as to his
responsibilities in this retard.

I believe from the total information in the record as to the
circumstances in connection with this incident that Atchison was, at
some time during it, given to understand that over and above the*

porosity reading problems upper management found with his
inspection, upper management also found that in noting vendor item
defects he was exceeding the scope of his responsibility, which
message triggered his request for written clarification of his
responsibilities in this regard (PX. Ex 21, 21A). I also find that
no information was conveyed to Atchison as to Brandt's casual
comments as to his overpreparation for testing. .

. .

No further action was thereafter taken on the question of the
non-porosity defects Atchison qu es tioned a out which Brandt could
not make a judgme.nt, absent paint removal._/ Atchison apparently

accepted his supervisors' judgment, advice and instructions as to
this particular problem. He did not secure an NCR number for the
possible deficiency, did not pursue the matter. The NCR drafted by

Atchison was never logged into Respondent's NCR system until after
the July 1982 NCR licencing hearings during which it was learned
that Atchison's draft NCR on this problem was found at home by the
non-ASME NCR Coordinator, somehow scooped into a Tupperware packet
on her desk and carried home. (TR 538).

Brandt's judgment based on this incident that Atchison was not
inspecting to acceptable porosity criteria and was overpreparing '
(polishing the welds), and his attestion, that this first of two
observed job performance deficienc'a. was the basis for complafu-
ant's firing, and not his protected activities in filing NCRs, has
been viewed in the light most favotable to the respondent in
determining whether he and Brown and Root had a legitimate reason
for firing complainant prior to his reporting NCR #296. According

to Brandt's own attestions on this point at trial and at the UFA
.

_

7 / Counsel's October 4, 1982 representation at pnge 9 of his brief
as to'Brandt's post August 17, 1982 determination, in connection~

with NCR M-82-01236, that Atchison also accepted rejectable
defects, is not in evidence.

.
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hearing, he clearly did not. Further Brandt's testimony as to how
off-handed and generalized his comments were to Foote after he
descended from the scaffold in the tank room (TR 534-536) are it- !
dicative of the insign1ficance of his attested observations of |,

Atchison's job performance deficiencies. ,

i

It is noted that this was the sole occasion for such job i.

performance observation by Brandt, as Atchison's supervisor, prior i
'

to NCR #296. There were not, prior to NCR.f296, "several" occasions I

which gave him opportunities to so observe after Atchison's !

assignment to his group, which unquestionably is the thrust of hit
written statement to the NRC. Further, if as he advised in PX. Ex.
26.15 he discussed these Atchison job deficiencies with Foote and [
Smith, that is not in accord with the picture presented by his i

testimony. However, weighing all the testimony as to what was said (
and conveyed between the parties and ultimately conveyed to ,

Atchison, I am convinced that statements were conveyed to Atchison ;i*

through Smith his supervisor indicating he was exceeding his F

fresponsibilities in noting vendor defects.

NCR Number 296 ,

I
It is Brown and Root's contention that in fact this NCR origin- p

ated with Brandt as a result of the defects being noted and brought !

to his attention by Brown and Root's Subcontract Administrator. It b
is their position that Atchison was merely the QC inspector assigned i:

|to perform the inspection and work necessary to document and write
up this NCR. Brandt attested that during the course of his review

,

of A?chison's work in connection with this NCR he, for the second {
ttme, noted defects in Atchison's work peformance as a welding ,

quality control inspector in that he overinspected: reported as
'

unacceptable, porosity defects acceptable for the standards and j
'

criteria under which Atchison was to measure; ,and he took an
,

unnecessary length of time to perform this inspection.

These job performance deficiencies of Atchison are posited by
Brown and Root cs among the reasons for Atchison's termination, in
conjunction with their contention that by his " pow wow" note to
Smith, Atchison was attempting to use NCR #361 to leverage a
promotion, for which Purdy fired him. As noted above, none of these
explanations for Atchison's April 12, 1982 termination was convey.ed
to Atchison or Smith when he was terminated on April 12, 1982; they
are not reflected in the written te ination reasons Brown and Root
gave Atchison that day, and wer t voiced in the post April 12, {
1982 NRC/ DOL inves tigation. ]

i

[ Civen these inconsistencies, all of the evidence documentary j
| and testimonial, has been carefully analyzed to reach factual deter- j

minations; and in evaluating the evidence, all of the factors by q
'which the credibility of testimonial evidence is adjudged have been

[. -
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most carefully considered, weighing the complainant's attestions ,

''

against the other evidence and its inferences which I find
fcorroborative of his version of the events.

,

'

NCR f296 dated March 23, 1982 is issued in complainant 's name;

and reflects that this nonconformance was reported by complainant.
To the extent that Brandt's testimony conflicts with Atchison's'

attestions that Atchison was solely responsible for the initiation
of the actions which resulted in the issuance of NCR #296, to report . )
the welding defects in the four CB&1 vendor-supplied pipe whip re- 4

straints in the Reactor 2 lay down area, I credit Atchison's testi-
mony which is corroborated by the manner.of reporting the first NCR ;

Brandt received.and reviewed; the logging in Atchison's name, the ]
thrust of Smith's testimony, the black markings Brandt described, s

and the unconvincingly explained delay in NCR number issuance if the ]
defects were actually first found and'rerorted and directed to be.

committed to the NRC system by Frandt fs11owing Hutchison's call.
Further, given Brandt's opinion cs to Atinison's competency as a o

welding inspector, and the sensitive nature of the question raised 1

by the defects of NCR #296 (TR 440), I cannot believe that Brandt ;

would have permitted Accuison's involvement in the defect reporting (
unless Atchi on initiated the NCR. 1

|i

j The craft general foreman had brought these defects to -t
t Atchison's attentien, since he would be responsible for inspecting .j

the questionable items after installation. He ashad cemplainant to'-
3

f look at the pipe. whip E4straints before installation 3ecause they i

thought a QC inspector would probably have a probics with thee end y
~

i told Atchison they would prefer to have the laid-down restraints
inspected.before they went through all the trouble of installing

ithem and then had to take them back out again.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commissior.'s July 7, 1982 Region IV.

investigation of NCR #296 resulted in a finding t h e.t the piya whip ,

restraints which were the subject of NCR'.f296 were deficient.
Further the NRC's investigative report indicates that between
February 10, 1982 and April 2, 1982, TUGCO's QA vss experiencing in-
creasing weld problems in the pipe whip restraintu of their CB&I ,. (,

vendor, and with this vendor's QA/QC program. The deficiencies in J

these vendor-supplied pipe whip restraints, the subje'et matter of 1

NCR f246, whether "the restraintt arriving at the C??ES were capable |
of pe: i c rming their intended futetion," would remain unresolved as'

of the July 7, 1982 investigative report, eithough evaluated not
reportable under 10 C.F.R. Part 55(e), "until the NCR had an
opportunity to review this program in deteil." (NCR Exhibit 199).

Atchison marked the defects, consulted Smith who looked at
ther and a drafc NCR wts prepared by Atchison. Inferentially hold

tsg6 were applied (TR 426). After careful examination of the N

various s.tatements, and testimony given by Atchison, Brandt and \;
| *
1

|
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Smith as to who first noted and reported'tht defecti[ reflected ondCR #296, I not only am of the opinion, and| find that the defects
were initially reported by Atchison, but also find that when the
subject matter of Atchison's NCR #296 was.broucht to Brandt's
n'ttention, the initial, question raised wasi."(.h')ow did the inspector''
c, ore to identii) the defects". "They werysconcelned about how did ,

'

he find them;" and that there was some nachtions raised as to=

whether'Atchison in so reporting was ins p,c c t'A n s' o u t s i d e his area of
responsibility (TR 414-415). ^~b.x s.

. ~ s

After Brandt and Foote looked at thi( re por t e d defects, Smith
wab advised to get several employees to wo(k yith him in detail
andpin'g and documention of NCR #296. The second draft NCR #296, the
first with the detailed documentation, was the second occasion where
Brandt, as Atchison's supervisor, had an, opportunity to judge his
job performance. However the record establishes that the mapping.

containing the excessive rejectable porosity, readings was in fact
the joint work effort of f o u r - i r. s p e c t o r s"., H r' n d t attested hea
nevertheless attributed all the excessive porosity readings to -

,

Atchison, based on his suspicions arising out of the 822 experience,
and until trial his statements attribsted the delay in getting NCR

.#296 finally releesed to Atchison. Inifact,
-

reflected at trial,as'

Brandt's actual concern with the excessive time involved was -

directed to all his involved cubordinates, although not so reflected
-

in his statemeats at NCR Exhibit SA (C), PX 26.15, or at the un-
:employment compensation hearing.-

*
.

A subsequ3nt reinspection of the restraints was ordered by
.Brandt, from which Foote directed Smith to exclude Atchison, when it

was ascertained that the inspection criteria under which all
believed they were operating was found.not to be that applicable to
these particular items. While Brandt ettested,at tbc unemployment
compensation hearing that Atchison, as well as'all involved includ-
ing himself, should have known the appropriate inspection criteria
to use, and that the delay in getting NCR'#296 documented more
timely was a reflection of Atchison's job performance inadequacies,
testimon; at trial established that in fact Atchison checked with>

Smith as to the appropriate criteria to use, and Smith went to his
supervisor to make sure he was right in his advice to Atchison, an
action Smith wanted to sake sure'he was c'orrect on "due to the'

nature of the nonconforcance" (TR 427). Nevertheless, and despit'e I
the fact that the work' assignment was the work of four employees, it Eis clear that until trial Brandt's statements as to Atchison's job [inadequacies on WCR #296 reporting were skewered, and not fully jreflective of the actual facts as they occurred. i

IWhile Smith testified that the majority of the excessive
}porosity readings on the mapped NCR #296 team effort report were
-

.

>

L *
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0, he also testified that such errors by Atchison/made by Atchison
were judgment errors which in his opinion did not, even considering '

complainant's prior 822 judr, ment error, warrant any change in his
April 2, 1982 evaluation of the quality and quantity of Atchison's
job performance as good. Of the same opinion on April 12, 1982 when
Purdy fired complainant, Snith was upset by a firing he believed
unjustified by Brandt's probleus with Atchison's job performances in

'
the 822 and NCR #296 incidents, and on April 13, 1982 he asked
Brandt if complainant was fired for reporting the CB&I pipe whip
restraints defects on NCR #296, and was advised no. The two
occasions where as Atchison's upper level supervisor Brandt noted
problems with Atchison's job performance, the 822 incident and NCR
#296, would not, by Brandt's own testimony, warrant firing an
inspector for incompetency; yet inconsistently, on April 13, 1982 he
told Smith Atchison was incompetent.

Brandt testified at the complainant's unemployment compensation.

hearing that if he fired, or recommended firing, of a QC inspector
for one mistake, he would have no QC inspectors on the job site. He
testified here that his perceptions of complainant's mistakes or job
inadequacies based on the two March 1982 occasions he had an
opportunity to examine complainant's work, the_only such occasions
he had prior to his advice to Purdy he would no longer use him, were
not in and of themselves sufficient to warrant a recommendation to
fire Atchison. Thus it is clearly established that the respondent ' '

prior to April 12, 1982 and NCR #361 had no legitimate business
'

reason for removing complainant from his job with Brandt's group, or
for firing him, and that to do so would be treating complainant in a
manner dissimilar to other comparable employees.

,

However, even prior to the incidents of April 12, 1982 and as
of April 8, 1982, Brandt told Purdy he would no longer be needing
Atchison's services, yet he did not then take action, as he could
have through Brown and Root's Personnel Manager, to terminate him.
(UEA 35-36). Purdy testified Brandt, prior to April 12, 1982, twice
advised him in very general statements that he had problems with
Atchison's job performance but Purdy, because of ,his high regard for iBrandt's expertise, at no time asked for any details and accepted
Brandt's evaluation of Atchison's poor performance at face value.
Purdy, at that time, knew of the following incidents..the basis for
Brandt's earlier objection to Purdy's assignment of complainant to
his group.

,

.

. Prior to Atchison's February 1982 assignment to Brandt's group
he had had one personal dealing with Atchison as training coordina-
tor. A welder in whom Brandt was interested failed a practical

i

8/ He also testified that he did not know who made all the
excessive porosity readings; and Brandt testified he had
problems accepting the rejectable porosity readings of the
25 year veteran inspector involved in the NCR #296 mapping.
(UEA, pg 8-11).

.
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examination which Brandt found incredible based on this welder's
experience. Atchison had graded the failed applicant based on an
answer key, signed and approved by Ragan,a supervisor above
Atchison. According to Brandt "Atchison's rationale in explaining

Nto me why things were acceptable and rejectable per the answer key
gave me occasion to question his qualification as a level II. . .

visual inspector "

7 although so certified by Brown and Root.. .,

Atchison conveyed this opinion to Purdy at the time. (TR 605-610).
Then while functioning in a staff position for Mr. Tolson the site
QA Supervisor of TUCCO, Brandt conveyed to Purdy "my observations
and observations being made by other people, he was serving'as
Comanche Peak placement officer and was spending excessive amounts
of time on the phone contacting other sites looking for jobs either
for himself or other people;" and several inspection supervision
personnel came to him as an ear for Mr. Tolson to tell him Atchison
was creating "'a little bit of a morale p r o b le m ' '.' he was"' stir-, . .

'

ring the pot to the extent that they [ sic] were trying to get them
all upset and trying to find other locations of employment for
them'". (TR 605-606). -

At the time Brandt conveyed these judgments to Purdy, Atchison
was not Brandt's supervisor, had never been his supervisor, and
Atchison was not under TUGCO's jurisdiction at the time. Whether
Brandt conveyed to Purdy the basis on which he made these judgments

,
as to Brandt's telephone and office conversations is unknown. The '

basis for Brandt's. speculations as to Atchison's conversations and
affect on site operating personnel, as described at trial; at a time

= when Atchison's supervisors were rating him well in his job per- !.

formancef a job in which his communication skills strengths were e

noted, is.so poorly founded; and his description of how he observed '

Atchison's activities while " parsing down the hall," is so conjec- i

tural, that in conjunction with Brandt's advice to Purdy in 1982
- that he did not want Atchison in his group, it.is clear that his

evaluation of Atchison was significantly colored by his adverse
_

personal feelings.

- Based on this record at all times during the period in which
the events are being analyzed for a determination of the issue h'ere',

_ i.e., prior to April 13, 1982 and as of his April 12, 1982 decision
to fire Atchison, Purdy was well aware of what can only be termed,
in the circumstances presented at trial and in this record, of

*

.,
- Brandt's conjecturally and speculatively founded prejudgment of

Atchison's job incompetency prior to February 1982.

Incidents of April 12, 1982

On April 12, 1982 complainant reported another nonconformance
condition at the jobsite. This condition was the subject of NCR

; -

-
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f361. This record establishes that at the time complainant left-
this handwritten NCR with Smith for processing, through Foote to
Brandt, he had secure'd the NCR number from the appropriate NCR -
Coordinator, and this number was handwritten on his NCR.

,

6
'

Brandt's decision to turn Atchison's promotion request down was
.

made prior to April 8, 1982, and while he,then returned the request
to .Foote with his decision, the decision was not conveyed to Smith'
or complainant prior to his termination. Instead Foote took the
. promotion request to Purdy to see if he could do something to change
Brandt's decision, but purdy in effect told Foote the decision was
up to Brandt. None of these facts was known to complainant.
However he undoubtedly knew of Brandt's attitude toward him, and his
promotion request, and had oh April 12, 1982 requested permission, .

'

to seek other site employment, which request was granted; as well as
transfer out of Brandt's jurisdiction and back to Ice's group, a
request Brandt granted but conditioned'on Purdy's acceptance.

It is the handwritten NCR #361 and the " pow wow" note which
precipitaced, and ultimately resulted in the complainant's April 12,
1982 firing, according to the testimony of both Purdy and Brandt.
The position of Brown and Root at trial was that complainant was
terminated because of his job quality performance inadequacies
known to Brandt, as well as his April 12, 1982 attempt to leverage a.

9promotion / through inappropriate use of an NCR. Both these post
~ 982 st,atedApril 12, 1 reasons conflict with the statements and

reasons Brandt and Purdy gave for his termination on April 12, 1982,
PX 22, PX 23, the clear and plain meaning of which is that his lack
of ability in performing assigned. tasks and following supervisory
instructions was demonstrated by his failure to limit the scope of
his inspection responsibilities. To similar effect is respondent's
PX 26.2 May 13, 1982 advice to the Department.

The facts as to NCR #361 are that on the day it was handwritten
by complainant, the day he had the NCR number issued for it, and
logged into the system, he left it on Randall Smith's desk because
Smith was off that day. Attached was a 325 handwritten note, the'
"pov wow" note which forms the basis for. respondent's* contention he

using NCR'#361 to leverage a promotion. This note read aswas
,

follows:
,

" Randy,

f TAKEN Not issued
yet.

.

9

Ae9/ Post-trial, 1everage of a transfer now also appears to, argued.,

is --
.
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Open to pow. wow. -

on subject ;

Black or white q

hNo grey AREA'S,
,

. .

Chuck"
;

(NCR EXHIBlT 135) e

Not withstanding respondent's witnesses' testimony, the recordy ,

indicates that discussion between a QC inspector and his supervisor ',

as to NCRs is not an unusual occurrence. Further once the NCR )
number was assigned, complainant had absolutely no control over its {
disposition. This record does not indicate that the complainant's.

>

NCR #361 could not be a valid concern of a QC employee, or that it I
was frivolous in nature (TR 422-425: 12; TR 453; TR 732-734; J

742-745), although others at the site might and did differ with e
'

him. Respondent's articulation of its reasons for viewing NCR f361 7

{
as a leverage or arbitration attempt, its purported non-discrimina-
tory reason'for terminatine b'- based on NCR #361, nowhere voices

,

auch contentions; nor do .otend that the substance of NCR f361 ,

itself was an abuse by ci- of the nonconformance process of .

Respondent's Exhibit Z-2. 7espondent ties this NCR filing to ,i
*

his promotion request in ex, .... lag why it was view'ed as a leverage
attempt. !.

-
.

. t'
Smith had a discussion with complainant after he reviewed NCR

f361 on April 12, 1982 and told complainant he would recommend it be l
i

voided by the upper management official responsible for ultimate 5
disposition of this, or any such NCR, Brandt. ,.However, from his
conversation with Atchison, prior to bringing NCR #361 with the
attached note to Foote, Smith was of the impression that Atchison
was very certain he had found a problem in the training program, as
reflected in NCR f361's content.

According to.Brandt, Foote handed him NCE #361, with the " pow
wow" note attached, as well as Smith's request for complainant's ,.!
promotion, which Brandt had denied the week before. His testimony ;|.

indicates that his immediate reaction was a lack of understanding as ij

to what Atchison meant by " pow wow.-}0/ TR 564. However, he
thereafter determined in his mind that NCR f361 was an attempt to
leverage a promotion, and testified that afterameeting between
himself, Purdy and Tolson as to complainant's intent, they decided
it was such an attempt. Purdy testified that since Brandt would no :

longer use Atchison, after unsuccessfully trying to place Atchison !

!-

i
1:.-

10/ Any conference or gathering. The American Heritage New,

I College Dictionary.
~~

!
1
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elsewhere in the Erown and Root organization, he decided to termin- '

ate him. However, when Purdy advised Atchison of his termination in
effect he told him he was being terminated because of Brandt's

,

statements that he lacked ability to perform assigned tasks, i.e., |
he failed to follow instructions in not inspecting out of his area '

of responsibility.(PX 22, 23) He never told him that he was being
*

fired because of the " pow wow" note, and how it was perceived by g'
himself, Brandt and Tolson. The note and what it meant, and NCR :
#361 was never discussed with complainant'by Purdy or Brandt. i

. .

Prima Facie Case Established
,

The fact of the matter here is that the complainant's prima :

facia case for discharge for protected activity is established
solely on the overwhelming weight of the documentary and other ji
evidence he presented, and does not depend on any question as to his $.

credibility. Brown and Root's records establish that he was an |
employee rated by his supervisor as ex'cellent in performance April c
2, 1982 and April 12, 1982 and rated satisfactory in performance by
prior supervisors; he engaged in a protected activity April 12, 1982 |
when he filed NCR #361, and was that day fired, with the explanation [
he lacked abilit3 to perform assigned tasks and follow supervisory
direction because he failed to limit his scope of responsibility and i
insisted on "getting involved in other areas outside his scope" of j
responsibility. Further PX 26 indicates th a t a protected activity )

.

'" '

he engaged in three weeks before, i.e., filing NCR #296, formed the
basis for his removal from his job assignment, and his ultimate L

.

firing April 12, 1982.

Evaluation of Respondent's Case
i

Since there are numerous statements in this record as to the [
complainant's job performance deficiencies uncovered by respondent ]
and its client post April 12, 1982, it should be clearly understood !

that in analyzing the evidence it is the facts as they existed, and ]were known to respondent at the time the Act was averredly. violated,
April 12, 1982, that must of necessity control the findings here.

In my opinion, having heard their testimony, Brandt and Purdy's )
explanation for job removal and then term'ination of the complainant,

'

i.e., their April 12, 1982 interpretation of the " pow wow" note,'is '

unbelievable. It was never verbalized as a cause of complainant's
firing until investigative statements were secured in connection
with the later NRC and Department of Labor investigation; is ,1

inconsistent with their April 12, 1982 statements (Px 22, Px 23), as

i

-

|

i

.

U
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to respondent's other articulated business reasons for its April 12 -

?|
1982 job removal / job termination action the following is noted.

It is clear and established from this record that had not NCR N

#296 been filed by Atchison, a protected activity within the Act's I
meaning, Brandt would not have called Purdy the week prior to April l
12, 1982 and told him he would no longer use Atchison. Suph action |,

by Brandt affected Atchison's terms, conditions and privileges of !

employment within 5 5851's meaning. It is also clear and estab-
lished by this record that Brandt would n'o t have removed an
inspector other than Atchison from his job, which is what in effect f

~

he did by his advice to Purdy, solely for the deficiencies Brandt
| noted on the two occasions he had a supervisory opportunity to

observe Atchison's job performance, judgment call errors from the
record in total.

I-

When Brandt advised Purdy telephonically April 8, 1982 he would*

no longer use Atchison his motivation was dual-faceted. First, he q
'

did not want Atchison in his group prior to Purdy's assignment; and I

then his opinion was confirmed following his observation of
Atchison's work in connection with the 822 incident and NCR #296. {
However, neither of these factors was a legitimate business reason
for Brandt's decision he would no longer use complainant's services.
Such lack of legitimacy is established by Purdy and Brandt's testi-

,

mony. Purdy assigned complainant to Brandt's group despite Brandt's
'

'

opinions and statements; and, by the impact of Brandt's testimony, ],, ,
he would not have removed any similarly situated inspector who erred i
in technicial proficiency as Atchison did after his assignment to |

|Brandt's group.

Thus it is found that the job performance, job deficiency
errors, including inspection reading errors, observed by Smith and
Brandt, which Brandt gave for his April 12, 1982 actions removing

,

complainant from his non-ASME employment position were not legiti-
mate business, non-discriminatory, reasons for removing or termina-

,

ting complainant as of April 6, 1982 and' April 12, 1982; and that
prior to April 12,~1982 and NCR #361 Brandt had no legitimate busi-
uess reason to remove complainant from his shop. By Brandt's own
testimony, as well as Smith's, they'were not a legitimate reason and

,

I so find. -

Absent a legitimate business reason for Brandt's April 8,,1982
advice to Purdy he would no' longer have a'need for Atchison's
services, prior to April 12, 1982 neither he, Purdy nor Brown and
Root had any legitimate business reason for complainant's job re-
moval and termination. 1 must therefore find that on this record

| complainant has established that his filing of NCR #296, a protected
activity, was the circumstance; occasion and vehicle for Brandt's'

job removal action. But for the fac,t that Atchison reported and
'

filed NCR #296 his condition of employment would not have been so
affected and changed.

-
.

1- 22 -
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well as Brown and Root's May 13, 1982 statement to the Department of
the reasons for complainant's termination. (Px 26.2).

Aside from Brandt and Purdy's inconsistent explanations over
time of the reasons f 6r complainant's job removal / termination, I.

find their respective attested explanations and written statements
a's to why and how they concluded the " pow wow" note was an attempt.

by complainant to use NCR #361 to leverage a promotion (or transfer)
unconvincing, unbelievable, and irrational - it just does not make
sense - when considered with their total testimony, the note's
verbiage, NCR #361's conten6 and the other evidence of record.

They knew on reading NCR #361 that it was logged into the
site's NCR control system. Thus its disposition and any leverage
use was beyond complainant's control, or that of his immediate
supervisor, to whom it was addressed. The note itself, in the

,

context of what this record indicates as to the substance of the
nonconformance reported, in my opinion does not provide any
reasonable basis for the leverage conclusions of Brandt and Purdy.
Their explanation of why they so believed, which took a three party
meeting to arrive at, just does not ring true. Most impgrtantly,
if Purdy believed as he attested he would not have attempted to
place complainant elsewhere with Brown and Root, actions contra-
dictory of his words.

.

Brandt's attested interpretation of the note as a leverage or- ,

arb,itration attempt is inconsistent with his stated initial reaction
to the note; and.I found his explanation as to how, and why,the

,

denied promotion request was handed to him with NCR #361 and the .

" pow wow" note strange. Purdy's explanation of how he viewed the
note, and why, indicates that in fact he did not know what it meant
or intended. It is clear Purdy was told by Brandt the week before
that he would no longer use Atchison; Brandt hAd made and conveyed
that decision before NCR #361 was filed. Purdy then stated on April
8, 1982 he had no place to put complainant, yet at hearing he
testified he probably would and could have placed him April 12, 1982
nad any of his four supervisory contacts made that day been positive
for Atchison. Purdy and Brandt's testimony as to why they did not
state on April 12, 1982 that the job removal / termination was due to
the " pow wow" note indicates they knew their stated interpretation

'

. was based on suspicions, speculations and conjecture; and in Pur,dy's
| case, analyzing his explanations, cryptic and unexplained conclu-

| sions and judgments as to complainant's personality.

These witnesses' testimony, in conjunction with what the entire
record reveals were the circumstances existing April 12, 1982,
convinces that the " pow wow" note explanation for job removal / dis-
charge is incredible, false and pretextual; and it is so found. As

.

e
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While Purdy attested he was unaware that some of the job de-
ficiencies related to him by Brandt occurred in connection with NCR
#296, and did not know that complainant contended he filed NCR #296,
Purdy was aware when he fired complainant of the conflict be t we e n
Smith's evaluation of his job performance and Brandt's. He knew

~

Foote, over Brandt's head, disagreed with Brandt's rejection of
'

7
complainant's promotion. Then Smith told Purdy at the termination

'

interview that the firing was unwarranted (PX 26.14). Purdy, as
well as all Brown and Root personnel who handled the April 12, 1982
conference re p or t of termination, were on notice by it of Atchison's
contention that Brandt's PX 23 statement to Purdy was a result of
Atchison's reporting unsatisf actory CB&I vendor-supplied pipe whip
restraints. Further Purdy had in hand PX 23 which, by its language, <

raises unasked and unanswered questions as to a written job removal
justification inconsistent with what Brandt was telling him of
Atchison's job deficienciec, i.e., patently unclear relationship of.

porosity, poliraing problems to " refusal to limit his scope of
responsibilit- to the pipe whip restraints" and "g e t t in g involved in
other areas outside his scope." Notwithstanding his reliance on
Brandt's statement of complainant's job performance inadequacies,
these factors indicate Mr. Purdy knew or should,have known that
Brandt's language in Plaintiff's Exhibit 23 raised clear questions
as to whether Brandt's action was based on complainant's engagement
in protected activities.

"

Purdy's action under these circumstances, his unquestioning
acceptance of Brandt's job removal decision, which in effect
resulted in Atchison's job termination, was a knowing adoption of
Brandt's protected activity violation resulting from complainant's
NCR #296 filing, and Purdy, based on the job deficiency information
conveyed by Brandt, had no legitimate business reason for
terminating Atchison. I find this aspect of Purdy's explanation
pretextual.

'

I

This record convinces that the reasons for job removal and
termination which Brandt and Purdy committed to writing on April 12,
198 2 were in fact the reasons for their respective actions; and that (the reasons they thereafter voiced, their interpretatica of the "pov
wow" note and complainant's work performance deficiencies, were pre-
textual and not the true reasons he was removed from Brandt's group.

and ultimately terminated, and it is so found.
.

.On April 12, 1982 Brandt specifically, not generically, stated
that complainant's job removal and termination were due to his
refusal to limit his scope of responsibilities to pipe whip re-
traint installation, and so defined his statement that complainant
lacked the ability to perform assigned tasks and failed to follow
instructions. Purdy's termination notice was based on this memoran-
'dum of Brandt, conveyed to Atchison and Smith cs the partial basis

i-
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for his termination decision. By this action Purdy clearly adopted
Brandt's stated definitions as his definitions, the only reasonable )
interpretation of his actions. I see no reason to disbelieve their '

April 12, 1982 contemporaneous written statements particularly when
weighed with their later shifting interpretations of what they in
fact meant by their April 12, 1982 statements (Brandt's at TR 576-
577; 599-602; 604-605) including Mr. Purdy's testimony that when he,

signed to " lack of ability to perform assigned tasks and follow
supervisory direction" as the reason for termination he was also
attributing under this generic statement,' as conglainant's respon-
sibility, 150 recently uncovered coordinator deficiencies Mr.
Opelski, the site NDE level Ill who now supervised the maintenance
and control of the training files, had found.

While Purdy stated these deficiencies may have been Atchison's
predecessor's responsibility, Purdy attested they nevertheless re-
flected and demonstrated the termination reasons he signed to the*

April 12, 1982, as well as Opelski's reasons for telling Purdy
" definitely not" during Purdy's contacts to ascertain if he should
keep Atchicon, and if Opelski would use him. Complainant, as of
April 12, 1902, had not been involved in Opelski's shop's activities
for five months, during which management and personnel changes had
been made, and during which procedures were being changed as part of
the reorganization described at trial. Complainant, while perform-
ing the job in which these cryptically described and dated errors.
were uncovered, was rated well in his job performance by his Brown
and Root supervisors, and Opelski on February 24, 1982 certified
him, based on his three years with Brown and Root, as warranting the
certification at 'PX 18.

Jim Ragan is the same supervisor who supported complainant's
field transfer. He is presently the supervisor of Ice and Patton
who had no supervisory problems with Atchison returning to their
shop. Yet Ragan told Purdy he did not want complainant because he
found out he was not what he thought, a B inspector. .Purdy did not
otherwise explain this cryptic response of Ragan which is totally
inconsistent with Ice and Patton's evaluations. Ragan's NDE records
unhappiness, referred to at TR 708, occurred afte,r April 12, 1982,
and whether the facts as to this reference are similar to the basis-
for the Opelski. reference is unknown. Assumedly Ragan was the '-

responsible upper level supervisor when_these errors occurred, which
have not affe'eted his Brown and Root position.

.

Sanders told Purdy the co=plainant was "not really qualified to
be a' quality engineer," the job in which Brown and Root had placed,
certified and permitted him to perform. Why he so stated is also
unknown from the cryptic quotation of this supervisor's response. |

The responses Purdy attested to just do not reasonably, j

believably, credibly explain why Purdy was unable to place an cm-
ployee rated as complainant was rated throughout his Brown and Root j

1-
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employment and who, according to what is in this record, had no
reason to believe that his supervisors had any problem with his job
performance or work habits until the 822 incident. (TR 742-743). In
this light, Mr. Leigh's answer as attested by Purdy is the most un-
believable of all. He'had no prior supervisory contact with com-
plainant but advised that based on brief communications with

; A't chi s on , he did not feel he could effectively supervise his activi- l
6

ties. j

In determining whether Purdy's articulation of his inability to
place Atchison in other Brown and Root components, after Brandt's
effective removal, was in fact a legitimate business reason for
Purdy's decision to terminate him, the following is noted. Purdy
attested he could have, and would probably have retained complainant

.if any of the four supervisors' responses were positive. New hires 1

were brought on in late April and May. Evaluating the credibility !,

of his explanation as to why he did not place Atchison on April 12,
1982, and fired him on the basis he could not place him after Brandt "

removed him, the whole story does not make sense, given the
complainant's past satisfactory to good and even excellent job
evaluations, and his job history as related by his rating supervi-
sors. To explain these ratings by a Brown and Root need to
misrepresent because of pay problems, is unconvincing.

The evidence respondent presents in no way indicates complain-
ant in job performance and work habits was a marginal employee, a
pro,blem to management for any reason prior to the 822 incident. If
as Mr. Hoech related, complainant in his job performance caused
" continual interruptions" and " warnings" were given, if much dupli-
cation of effort and turmoil was caused by complainant's job per-
formance problems, what respondent.has articulated and evidenced
here, in response to complainant's case, does not so indicate.

I am therefore of the opinion, and find that Purdy's articula-
tion of a lack of ability to place complainant after Brandt's
removal as the reason for his decision to terminate was pretextual.

Weighing Brandt and Purdy's testimony with the facts found
above as to the circumstances of complainant's filing NCR #296, I
not only disbelieve and find pretextual respondent's proferred,

legitimate business reasons for complainant's termination, i.e., .

their interpretation of the " pow wow" note, complainant's job de-
ficiencies and their inability to place him after Brandt's removal,
I am also convinced of the following. The weight of the evidence l

supports a finding that as of his April 12, 1982 job removal by i
Brandt and job termination by Purdy, respondent had no legitimate
business reason for his removal and termination, and that he was
removed by Brandt and terminated by Purdy solely because he filed
NCR #296 and NCR #361, protected conduct within the Act's meaning;
but for this conduct complainant, as of April 12, 1982, would not

I
-
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have been removed from his non-ASME job in Brandt's group, and
terminated by Furdy. It is f urther found these protected activities
were the sole bases for Brandt and Purdy's conclusion complainant
was unable to perform his assigned tasks, and did not follow.

supervisory instructions and the motivating basis for Brandt and
Purdy's evaluation and administrative response, Brandt to remove and
Purdy to fire. It is so found..

I find and conclude that Brown and Root terminated complainant
because he engaged in protected activitie's within the Act's, meaning,
and that respondent violated the Act and regulations in so acting.

'REMEDIES

Reinstatement - Back Pay

*

Respondent urges that the remedies of the Act, 5 5851(b)(2)(B),,

|. specifically reinstatement and back pay liability beyond mid-June
1982 should not be ordered because by this date Brandt and Purdy .

knew of Atchison's fraudulent representations and falsifications.

The complainant's lies, misrepresentations and document alters- I

tions are a most serious concern. However this record indicates
that Brown and Root took no action based on NCR Ex. 134, and from
the total evidence of record as to how this document was altered I *

can only infer that the unaltered response, as dispatched by the.

college in July or August Ir80, was in Brown and Root's personnel
records by that date and was thereafter no acted upon. If
complainant had any control over this inaction, such is not clear
from the record.

Whether in fact Brown and Root would have taken action to ter-
minate complainant based on his application lies is not established

.

here for several reasons. Brown and Root's statement on PI 2 as to
dismissal for misrepresentation is conditional, as is Mr. Purdy's
response at TR 682: 23-24. Mr. Purdy's testimony as to personnel
practices in this regard at the site since his November 1981 assign-
ment is. not enlightening as to personnel practices as of mid-1980; j

,

and the record indicates there were changes in personnel practices
|after October 1981, e.g., the counseling.and warning procedures 1

prior to dismissal were changed.
,

Under these circumstances I do not believe that there is an
appropriate basis for finding that respondent should not place
complainant in the same position he was prior to the April 12, 1982

'

discriminatory firing, with reinstatement and back pay to reinstate-
ment. This finding and complainant's reinstatement do not in any
way preclude future action by respondent based on complainant's
actions and conduct not protected by the Act.

.

V
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Attorneys Fees

I have considered respondent's objection to complainant's
counsel's fee request listing of services rendered complainant in
connection with the NRC hearings. I do not agree that these
services, or complainant's participation, was not reasonably related
to the subject matter at issue. Therefore, for other than 30 hours,

of services listed for potential appellate work, 1 find the 87.6
hours counsel lists, as well as his billing rate, reasonable in the
circumstances here. Accordingly a fee of $7,875.00 is awarded.

In accordance with the above findings of fact and resulting
conclusions the following recommended ORDER is issued.

RECOMMENDED ORDER
'

Respondent, Brown and Root, shall take the following affirma-
tive action to abate the violation:

1. Reinstate complainant to his position and pay at the
Comanche Peak Project exactly as it existed as of April
12, 1982.

2. Pay complainant all wages and benefits that he has lost
since his termination on April 12, 1982 to the date he is

- reinstated.
.

3. Pay to complainant's counsel, Kenneth J. Mighell, Esquire,
all expenses incurred for his legal services in connec-
tion with this action, $7,875.00.

4. Remove all references to complainant's April 12, 1982 ter-
mination from his personnel files.

#A A. vA
ELLIN M. O'SHEA

'

Administrative Law Judge .

Dated: DEC 3 1982
San Francisco, California

Eh0:ma

.

.
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SERVICE SHEET
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*

Charles A. Atchison ' *
.

744 Timbar Oaks 82-ERA-9 j
,

Azle, TX 76020
M/C ( g s; f * /:

*

,. . .

Administrator .-.' .

Wage and Hour Division
Employment Standards Administration :

.
,

- U. S. Department of Labor,Ra. S3502 .

Peter R. McClain, Esq. 200 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
;Brown and Root, Inc. Washington, D.C. 20210 ,

P. 0. Box 3 -

Houston, TX 77001 Assistant Secretary for Employment-
#/f t/, [70 Standards A&ninistration

|
USDOL, Attn: Donald 5'14 = hug :

Ibam S2321, 200 (bnstitution Ave., N.W..

Washington,p.C.20210,

Curtis L. Poer ~ '

'
,

Area Director -

U. S. Department of Labor /ESA *

819 Taylor St., Rm. 7A12
Ft. Worth, TX 76102

p- / 6 t/- b4/
.

~~

Viiginia Dean, Esq.
Office of the Solicitor
U. S. Department 'of Labor
555 Griffin Square Bdig.,
Suite 707
Dallas Texas 75202

h tiY- $9 V
Kenneth J. Highell, Esq.
Cowles, Sorrells, Patterson
and Thompson

1800 Main P] ace
Dallas, Texas 75250 -
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'
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D ie UNITE] STATES

f
,

NUCLEAR RE2ULATORY COMMISSIONe a

'
' REGION Iv IBIT 735 -

[ $11 RYAN PLAZA DRIVE. SUITE 1000"
, ,, ,f

| 9,, ARLINGTON. TEXAS 76011,

E2 DEC 17N039SEP 2 91982
Docket: 50-445/82-14

_.
'

. . _ _ . .

hb{g&wVict3|Qiw.
E.u

Texas Utilities Generating Company
. .

ATTN: R. J. Gary, Executive Vice
President and General Manager

2001 Bryan Tower
|Dallas, Texas 75201

Gentlemen:

This refers to the.special inspection conducted by Messrs. R. C. Stewart and
R. G. Taylor of our staff during the period Au' gust 3-20, 1982, of activities
authorized by NRC Construction Permit CPPR-126 for the Comanche Peak Facility,
Unit 1.

Areas examined during the inspection and our findings are discussed in the
enclosed inspection report. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of
selective examination of procedures and representative records, interviews
with personnel, and observations by the inspectors.

Within the scope of the inspection, no violations or deviations were
identified.

One new unresolved item is identified in Detail Section, paragraph 4.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,

by telephone, within 10 days of the date of this letter, thin 30 days of theand submit written
application to withhold information contained therein wi
date of this letter. Such application must be consistent with the
requirements of 2.790(b)(1).

.

_ _ _ _ _ . - - - _ - _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will be please'd '
to discuss them with you.

Sincerely,

W = m= --

FG. L. Madsen, Chief
Reactor Project Branch 1

Enclosure:
Appendix - NRC Inspe-tion Report 50-445/82-14 '

cc w/ enc 1:
Texas Utilities Generating Company
ATTN: H. C. Schmidt, Project Manager
2001 Bryan Tower
Dal.las, Texas 75201

.
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APPENDIX
.

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

Report: 50-445/82-14
, ,
,

Docket: 50-445 Category: A2 i

Licensee: Texas Utilities Generating Company
2001 Br
Dallas,yan TowerTexas 75201

Facility Name: Comanche Peak, Unit 1

Inspection At: Comanche Peak, Unit 1

Inspection Conducted: August 3-20, 1982

Inspectors: [. 7 M cex# '/-2?-7 2
,6r , R. C. 5tewart, Reactor inspector Date

ReactorProjectSectionA'
-

S. Y bs/bw:<7 '' a 2 - ? 2
', R. 6. laylor, denior Resident inspector Date

~~ (Details Section, Par. 4)e

Approved: ['[/bbC 'A .2 ? - ?.A
e-., 1. F. Westerman, Chiet Date.

ReactorProjectSectionA-

Inspection Summary

Inspection Conducted During the Period August 3-20, 1982 (Report 50-445/82-14)

Areas Inspected:
review or licensee'pecial, unannounced inspection of pipe whip restraints and

S|

s method of QC inspection of skewed welds in response to
concerns expressed by former Brown & Root (B&R) QC inspector during Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) hearings being conducted for issuance of
Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) operating licensee. The inspec-
tion involved 110 inspector-hours by two NRC inspectors.

Results: No violations or deviations were identified. The concerns expressed
by Mr. C. Atchison in his oral testimony of July 30, with regard to pipe whip
restraints had been identified and corrected by the licensee. Matters regard-
ing Mr. Atchison's allegation regarding the lack of written QC procedures for
the examination of skewed fillet welds remains unresolved.

-
.
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Details
,. ..

1. Persons Contacted

Principal Licensee Employees

*R. G. Tolson, Site Quality Assurance Supervisor, TUGC0
B. G. Scott, Quality Engineering Supervisor, TUGC0
C. T. Brandt, QA/QC Supervisor - Mechanical / Civil, TUGC0
W. Hartshorn,qualityEngineer,TUGC0
W. Wright, Proaect Welding Engineer, B&R
S. Ali, QA Engineer, TUGC0
R. Baker, Staff Engineer, BL.1

Other Personnel

C. A. Atchison.

*G. Purdy, Project Quality Assurance Manager, B&R
'

* Denotes those persons attending management interviews
!

The NRC inspectors also contacted other licensee and contractor employees
during the course of the inspection.

2. Atchison's Concern Regarding Quality of Welding of NPS Industries (NPSI)
P1pe Whip Restraints

During the Comanche Peak evidentiary hearing session on July 30, 1982,
before the presiding ASLB regarding Contention 5 (construction QA/QC), '

CitzensAssociationforgundEnergy(CASE) witness,C.A.Atchison,made
the following statement - in response to some questions concerning the
safety for operating purposes of the Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant.

"Q. Are there any physical defects at Comaathe Peak Nuclear Power Station
of any nuclear safety significance that you have personal knowledge
of that have not been corrected?

"A. Not being an engineer, I can only relate to what I personally observed.
On the NPSI pipe whip restraints, which has not fully been looked at
or investigated, the 588 material that is used in those, during the
welding process has extreme warpage to it. The angle provided for

| 1/ iranscript, July 30, 1982, before the Atomic Safety Board, pages 3458,
-

| 3459, and 3460.

.

|
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a fit-up on the main steam lines for these were not addressed in !
Welding Procedure WPS-10047 at that site. The configurations of. .

these, and the warpage of the pre-welded, or the vendor welder items,
are as' bad and in some cases worse than those supplied on the CB&I
pipe whip restraints.

"To my knowledge, these defects in welding may or may not constitute
a defect that could be injurious to the plant or the failure to a
safety system. My concern is, as a utility payer, ca an inspector on
don'jobsite, if I m going to pay for a Cadillac, I want a Cadillac, Ithe

~

t want a Ford, to kind of paraphrase it.

"The items there, they would rather -- management-say these are no
problems and try to cover up and go on in order to get the plant on
line as soon as possible to recover the money. That's a heavily
invested area.

"Q. Well, sir, these items that you mentioned, were there the subject of
your inspections or investigations?

"A. Yes, they are.

"Q. Did you file NCR's on these items?

"A. An NCR, in m
yes, I was y scope of responsibility on the pipe whip restraints,- there was not an NCR filed on the vendor supplied items
of NPSI. The first step, first one that I was able to get through
was the one that I had filed on the four pieces on the pipe whip
restraints furnished by CB&I.

" Shortly thereafter I was terminated, and there was never an NCR
generated on the vendor defects of the welds on the NPSI pipe whip
restraints.

"Q. Do you know if that was or is being looked into, sir?

"A. I do not."

In an effort to determine the specific pipe whip components of Mr. Atchison's
concern, Mr. Atchison was requested, by members of the NRC Region IV.

staff, to visit the NRC Region IV office to discuss the matter.

In a brief meeting, held on August 17, 1982, Mr. Atchison was provided
copies of CPSES detail and installation drawines en which he delineated
the areas's of his concerns. OnGibbsandHili(G&H)InstallationDrawing
No. 2323-SI-0671, " Safeguards Building Pipe Whip Restraint Supports,
SH 5," Revision 2, Mr. Atchison identified five girder attachment field
welds, NPSI vendor welds, and the corner field welds on 4 feet 6-inch by
4 feet 6-inch box-type structure of which he stated has an unqualified

.
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joint. (Detail-3 of TUSI Drawing 2323-51-0671-01) The G&H Drawing, 2323-
SIO671 is the installation drawing of the outside main steam lin.e(s). pipe
whip re,straint on top of the safeguards building. The structure was -
fabricated by NPSI and assembled by bolting and field welding by B&R. In
addition, Mr. Atchison stated that he had observed other NPSI components
in a " lay-down" area on top of the ad
warpageandcoderejectablewelding.jacentswitchgearbuildingthathad

3. NRC Site Inspection Followup

a. Initial Documentation Review and Inspection

During the period August 3-13, 1982, the NRC inspectors conducted an
independent onsite documentation review and sampling ins)ection of
NPSI-supplied components. Documents reviewed included tie following:

CPSES FSAR, Section 3.6.

NPS Industries, Inc., Contract CPD-0363, dated July 17, 1980.

NPS Industries, Inc., Contract CPD-0324, dated March 12, 1980.

NPS Industries, Inc., Control CPD-0351, dated June 19, 1980.

NPS Industries, Inc., Contract CPD-0403, dated October 23, 1980.

G&H Specification 55-16B.

B&R Weld Procedure WPS-10046.

TUGC0 Procedure QI-QP-11.14.3, " Inspection of Structural /.

Miscellaneous Steel Welding," Revision 6, dated May 21, 1982

G&H Drawings 2323-S1-0576, Figures 2 through 6, " Pipe Bumper.

Restraint Details"

AWS D1.1, Structural Welding Code.

During the documentation review the inspectors observed that, with
regard to pipe whip restraints, NPSI contracts are essentially
limited to providing (crushable) pipe bumper restraints, miscel-
laneous structural supports for the auxiliary and turbine buildings,
and the large main steam /feedwater pipe whip restraint structure on
top of the safeguards building. Aside from the crushable pipe
bumpers and one support assembly at the 823 foot level, there are no
NPSI-supplied pipe whip restraints inside containment. The inspectors
also noted that the G&H Specification SS-16B and related drawing

| details called for design fabrication and installation of the component
' structures be preformed in accordance with American Institute of

Steel Construction (AISC) Specification. for "The Design Fabrication

1
*

!
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and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings" and the American
Welding Society (AWS), " Structural Welding Code," D1.1

, .
,

Inconjunctionwiththecocumentationreview,andinviewofMr.
Atchison's testimony, the inspector conducted a random sampling
inspection of the NPSI-supplied component supports and pipe bumper
assemblies. Although no pipe bumpers were installed, the inspector
examined approximately 20 bumper assemblies located in various
outside storage areas. In addition, the inspector examined sections
of the main steam /feedwater pipe whip restraint on tcp of the safe-
guards building and the one NPSI structure at elevation 823 feet in
the Unit I reactor containment building. There were no observed
defects, warpage or discontinuities that would be considered
unacceptable within the AWS Structural Welding Code, D1.1. It was
observed by the inspector that, due to the particular weld configura-
tion, slight warpage had occurred on some of the pipe. bumpers;
however, these were considered acceptable with in the AWS Code,
Section 3.4, Limitations.

b. Additional Followup on Mr. Atchison's Concerns

Subsequent to Mr. Atchison's visit to the Region IV office on August 17,
1982, the NRC inspector returned to the site durina the period
August 19-20, 1982', to review the specific ar,eas identified by him.

With regard to the five girder welds, the NRC inspector observed that
a Nanconformance Report (NCR) M8100846, dated August 19, 1981,
identified these areas of unacceptable welds. Repairs were completed
July 13, 1982, and final NDE (VT, MT, and UT) inspections completed
during the period August 4-9, 1982. The NRC inspectors made a visual
inspection of the specific welds and found no discrepancies.

With regard to. the alleged unqualified corner field welds on the four
4 feet 6-inch by 4 feet 6-inch box structures on the main steam /
feedwater pipe whip restraint, the AWS " Structural Welding Code,"
D1.1, page 14, figure 2.9.1, depicts a prequalified weld joint
identical to that described by Mr. Atchisor, and as shown on NPSI shop
drawings. In addition, the NRC inspector made a visual examination
of 8 of the total of 16 ccrner field welds. There were no defects or
discrepancies observed. QC inspection records reflect UT examina-
tions were completed and found acceptatle on July 2, 1982.

With regard to Mr. Atchison's observation of other NPSI fabricated
pipe whip restraints on the switchgear building and which contain
unacceptable welds, the NRC inspector made a random selection of five
pipe whip restraints from drawing 23 3-SI-0474 " Turbine Building
Switchgear Area," Revision 8, as follows: MS-1-07-908-757W,
MS-1-22-906-T57W, FW-1-11-902-557W, MS-1-22-904-757W, and
MS-1-17-904-T57W. The NRC inspector examined the five installed
assemblies and found no apparent defects or discrepancies. It was
also observed that pipe whip restraints on the turbine and switchgear
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buildingsareclassifiedas"non-nuclearsafe'ty-related,"QAprogram
applicable to procurement and shop fabrication only. . .

,

4. Review of Licensee',s Method of QC Inspection of Skewed Welds

Subsequent to Mr. Atchinson's testimony on July 30, 1982, Mr. Atchison-

made a statement to an NRC investigator alleging that the licensee's QC
inspection procedure for welding did not contain written instructions for
examining skewed fillet welds.

Skewedweldsarethosejoiningtwostructuralmembersthatareotherthan
in the same plane and are not perpendicular to each other. A typical
example is two members joined at an angle of 45" with a' weld at the joint
toe of 135* and another at the heel of 45'. The senior resident inspector-
construction (SRIC) has reviewed the several guality assurance procedures
that might be expected to provide inspection instruction on the measure-
ment verification that such welds are of specified size. None of the
procedures reviewed contained any such instructions but it was found that
instruction had been given to the welding QC inspectors during training
classes and the written examination given the welding QC inspectors
contained a specific question dealing with the measurement of such welds
as a part of their certification process to be qualified inspectors. The
SRIC interviewed one experienced QC inspector for the aurposes of having
the inspector explain the measurement process that he lad been using
during the past several years on skewed welds. The arocess the person :
described was consistent with that previously descri)ed by a person who at
one time had been an instructor in the inspection training courses. The
SRIC would further note that during the many inspections of structural
weldments conducted by both the SRIC and other NRC inspectors there has
been no indication of undersized skewed fillet welds. Theallegationthat
the QC procedures do not address inspection of skew d welds is therefore,
substantiated but it has not been established that there are any safety-
related consequences of the lack of procedural addressment since .

( apparently adequate training was given to the QC personnel. In order to
provide additional assurance that the instructions have been effective,
B&R QA management has initiated a reinspection of randomly selected skewed

i

welds based upon statistical sampling techniques. ThelicenseeQAsuper- 1

visor has stated that appropriate QC procedures will be revised to address
in detail the inspection techniques to be used both for the random reinspec- '

|

! tion effort and for future inspections. This matter will be considered
unresolved pending a review of the revised procedures and the outcome of
the reinspection effort.

5. Unresolved Item

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
| order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, violations, or

deviations. One unresolved item is identified in paragraph 4 of this
report.

-
.
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6. Management Interview

The SRIC held a management interview on August 26 1982, with the person's
identified in paragraph 1 to discuss inspection findings and to confirm |
the commitments stated in paragraph 4. !

:

|

.
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Texas Utilities Generating Company
ATTN: R. J. Gary, Executive Vice

President and General Manager
2001 Bryan Tower
Dallas, Texas 75201

Gentlemen:

This refers to the special inspection conducted by Messrs. R. C. Stewart and
R. G. Taylor of our staff during the period August 3-20, 1982, of activities
authorized by NRC Constrection Peimit CPPR-126 for the Comanche Peak Facility,
Unit 1.

Areas examined during the inspection and our findings are discussed in the
enclosed inspection report. Within thase areas, the inspection consisted of
selective examination of procedures and representative records, interviews
with personnel, and observations by the inspectors.,

Within the scope of the inspection, no violations or deviations were ,

identified.

One new unresolved item is identified in Detail Section, paragraph 4.
| In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure

will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,
by telephone. wit.'.in 10 days of the date of this letter, and submit written
application to withhold information contained therein within 30 days of the
date of this letter. Such application must be consistent with the
requirements of 2.790(b)(1).

:

i
|
j
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Texas Utilities Generating 2 NOV 81982
Company

~

Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will be please'd.

to discuss them with you.

Sincerely,

. / 44;
,G. L. Madsen, Chief
Reactor Project Branch 1

Enclosure:
Appendix - NRC Inspection Report 50-445/82-14

cc w/ encl:
Texas Utilities Generating Company
ATTN: H. C. Schmidt, Project Manger
2001 Bryan Tower
Dallas, Texas 75201

t
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APPENDIX .

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY'C0tNISSION
REGION IV

Report: 50-445/82-14 -
f

Docket: 50-445 Category: A2

Licensee: Texas Utilities Generating Company (TUGCO)
2001 Bryan Tower
Dallas, Texas 75201

Facility Name: Comanche Peak, Unit 1

Inspection At: ' Comanche Peak, Unit 1

Inspection Conducted: August 3-20, 1982 *

J /.

Inspectors: Y ^

||- 5-- h%- w
R.' C. StewartyReactor Inspector Date
Reactor Project Section A

b |L - h N- S
JC ~6. Taylor, Senior Resident Inspector Date
(Details Section, par. 4)

Approved: [b - 3 - i ~t
T. F. Westerman, Chief Date
Reactor Project Section A

.

Inspection Summary

Inspection Conducted During the Period August 3-20, 1982 (Recort 50-445/82-14)

Areas Inspected: Special, unannounced inspection of pipe whip restraints and
review of licensee's method of QC inspection of skewed elds in response to
concerns expressed by former Brown & Root (B&R) QC inspector during Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) hearings being conducted for issuance of

1

Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) operating licensee. The inspec- |
tion involved 110 inspector-hours by two NRC inspectors.

No v olations or deviations were identified. The specific concerns |Results: i

expressed by hr. C. Atchison in his oral testimony of July 30, with regard to,

I pipe whip restraints had been identified and corrected by the licensee.
Region IV does plan to perform additional inspections of vendor shop performed
welding and this issue remains open. Matters regarding Mr. Atchison's allega-
tion regarding the lack of written QC procedures for the examination of skewed
fillet welds remains unresolved. .

1
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Details
*:

1. Persons Contacted

*R. G. Tolson, Site Quality Assurance Supervisor, TUGC0
B. G. Scott, Quality Engineering Supervisor, TUGC0
C. T. Brandt, QA/QC Supervisor - Mechanical / Civil, TUGC0
k. Hartshorn, Quality Engineer, TUGC0
W. Wright,. Project Welding Engineer, B&R
S. Ali, QA Engineer, TUGC0
R. Baker, Staff Engineer, B&R .

Other Personnel

C. A. Atchison
*G. Purdy, Project Quality Assurance Manager, B&R

* Denotes those persons attending management interviews.,

The NRC inspectors also contacted other licensee and contractor employees
; during the course of the inspection.

2. Atchison's Concern Regarding Quality of Welding of NPS Industries (NPSI)
Pipe Whip Restraints

| During the Comanche Peak evidentiary hearing session on July 30, 1982,
'

before the presiding ASLB regarding Contention 5 (construction QA/QC),
CitzensAssociationfor{pundEngergy(CASE) witness,C.A.Atchison,made
the following statement - i.n response to some questions concerning the
safety for operationg purposes of the Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant.

"Q. Are there any physical. defects at Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Station
of any nuclear safety signific6nce that you have personal knowledge
of that have not been corrected?

"A. Not being an engineer, I can only relate to what I personally observed. -
On the NPSI pipe whip restraints, which has not fully been looked at
or investigated, the 588 material that is used in those, during the
welding process has extreme warpage to it. The angle provided for a'

-1/ Transcript, July 30, 1982, before the Atomic Safety Board, pages 3458,
3459, and 3460.

.

'
,
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fit-up on the main steam !ines for these were not addressed in -

Welding Procedure WPS-10047 at that site. The configurations of -

these, and the warpage of the pre-weldad, or the vendor welder items,
are as bad and in some cases worse than those supplied on the CB&I
pipe whip restr:ints.

"To my knowledge, these defects in welding may or may not constitute
a defect that could be injurious to the plant or the failure to a
safety system. My concern is, as a utility payer, as an inspector on
the jobsite, if I'm going to pay for a Cadillac, I want a C:dillac, I ''

don't want a Ford, to kind of paraphrase it.

"The items there, they would rather -- managerant say these are no
| problems and try to cover up and go on in order to get the plant on'

line as soon as possible to recover the money. That's a heavily
invested area.

"Q. Well, sir, these items that you mentioned, were these the subject of
your inspections or investigations? -

"A. Yes, they are.

"Q. Did you file NCR's on these items?

"A. An NCR, in my scope of responsibility on the pipe whip restraints,
yes, I was -- there was not an NCR filed on the vendor supplied items
of NPSI. The first step, first one that I was able to get through

j was the one that I had filed on the four pieces on the pipe whip
' restraints fw nished by CB&I.

" Shortly thereafter I was termir.ated, and there was never an NCR
generated on the vendor defects cf the weldt on the NPSI pipe whip
restraints."

"Q. Do you know if that was or is being looked into, sir?

4A. I do not."
l In an effort to determine the specific pipe whip components of Mr. Atchison's

concern, Mr. Atchison was requested, by members of the NRC Region IV
staff, to visit the NRC Region IV office to discuss the matter.

.

In a brief meeting, held on August 17, 1982, Mr. Atchison was provided
copies of CPSES detail and installation drawings on which he delineated
the areas of his concerns. On Gibbs and Hill (G&H) Installation Drawing
No. 2323-SI-0671, "Se#cguards Building Pipe Whip Restraint Supports,
SH 5," Revision 2, Mr. Atchison identified five girder attachment field
welds, NPSI vendor welds, and the corner field welds on 4 feet 6-inch by
4 feet 6-inch box-type structure of which he stated has an unqualit'.ed
joint. (Detail-3 of TUSI Drawing 2323-51-0671-01) The G&H Drawing,
2323-5I0571, is the installation drawing of the outside main steam line(s)

*
- _ _ _ - _
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pipe whip restraint on top of the safeguards building. The structure was
fabricated by NPSI and assembled by bolcing and field welding by B&R. :In
addition, Mr. Atchison stated that he had observed other NPSI components
in a " lay-down" area on top of the adjacent switchgear building that had
warpage and code rejectable welding.

3. NRC Site Insoection Followup

a. Initial Documentation Review and Inspection

curing the period August 3-13, 1982, the NRC inspectors conducted an
independent onsite documentation review and sampling inspection of

.
NPSI-supplied components. Documents reviewe'd included the following:

CPSES FSAR, Section 3.6.

NPS Industries, Inc., Contract CPD-0363, dated July 17, 1980.

NPS Industries,'Inc., Contract CPD-0324, dated March 12, 1980.

NPS Industries, Inc. , Control CPD-0351, dated June 19, 1980.

NPS Industries, Inc., Contract CPD-0403, dated October 23, 1980.

G&H Specification SS-16B.

B&R Weld Procedure WPS-10046.

TUGC0 Procedure QI-QP-11.14.3, " Inspection of Structural /.

Miscellaneous Steel Welding," Revision 6, dated May 21, 1982

G&H Drawings 2323-51-0576, Figures 2 through 6, " Pipe Bumper.

Restraint Details"

AWS Di.1, Structural Welding Code -.

During the documentation review the inspectors observed that, with
regard to pipe whip restraints, NPSI contracts are essentially
limited to providing (crushable) pipe bumper restraints, miscel-
laneous structural supports for the auxiliary and turbine buildings,
and the large main steam /feedwater pipe whip restraint structure on
top of the safeguards building. Aside from the crushable pipe
bumpers and one support assembly at the 823-foot level, there are no
NPSI-supplied pipe whip restraints inside containment. The NRC
inspectors also noted that the G&H Specification SS-16B and related
drawing details called for design fabrication and installation of the
component structures be preformed in accordance with American Institute
of Steel Construction (AISC) Specification for "The Design Fabrica-
tion and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings" an'd the American
Welding Society (AWS), " Structural Welding Code," 01.1.

.

e
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In conjunction with the documentat on review, and in view of Mr. Atchison's#

testimony, the inspector conducted a random sampling inspection of *

the NPSI-supplied component supports and pipe bumper assemblies for
warpage. Although no pipe bumpers were installed, the inspector
examined approximately 20 bumper assemblies located in various
outside storage areas. In addition, due to inaccessibility, the NRC
inspector conducted a very limited examination of sections of the
main steam /feedwater pipe whip restraint on top of the safeguards
building and the one NPSI structure at elevation 823 feet in the
Unit 1 reactor containment building for warpage. There was no
observed warpage that would be considered unacceptable within the AWSa

Strucb.ral Welding Code, D1.1 It was-observed by the inspector that,
due to the particular weld configuration, warpage had occurred on
some of the pipe bumpers; however, these were considered acceptable
within the AWS Coda, Section 3.4, Limitations.

b. Additional Followup on Mr. Atchison's CGacerns
,

'

Subsequent to Mr. Atchison's visit to the Region IV office on August 17,;

1982, the NRC inspector returned to the site, during the period
August 19-20, 1982, to review the specific areas identified by him.

,

'

i

; With regard to the five girder welds, the NRC inspector observed that
Nonconformance Report (NCR) M8100845, dated August 19, 1981, identified |

these areas of unac eptable welds. Reoairs were completed July 13,
1982, and final NDt (VT, MT, and UT) inspections completed during the
period August 4-9, 1982. The NRC inspectors made a visual inspection
of the specific welds and found no discrepancies.

With regard to the alleged unqualified corner filed welds on the four
4 fe,et 6-inch by 4 feet 6-inch box structures on the a:in steam /
feedwater pipe whip restraint, the AWS " Structural Welding Code,"
D1.1, page 14, figure 2.9.1, depicts a prequalified weld joint
identical to that described by Mr. Atchison and as 'shown on NPSI shop
drawings. In addition, the NRC inspector made a visual examination
of 8 of the total of 16 corcsr field welds. There were no defects or
discrepancies observed. QC inspection records reflect UT examina-
.tions were completed and found acceptable on July 2, 1982.

I Region IV does plan to do additional inspection of vendor shop
performed balding (including NPSI) during a subsequent inspection.
(0 pen Item 8214-01)

4. Review of Licensee's Method of OC Insoection of Skewed Welds

Subsequent to Mr. Atchison's testimony on July 30, 1982, Mr. Atchison
.

made a statement to an NRC investigator alleging that the licensee's QC
inspection procedure for welding did not contain written instructions for
examining skewed fillet welds.

.
-
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Skewed welds are these joining two structural members that are other than
in the same plane and are not perpendicular to each other. A typical . .

example is two members jointed at an angle of 45' with a weld at the j'oint
toe of 135 and another at the heel of 45*. The senior resident inspector-
construction (SRIC) has reviewed the several quality assurance procedures
that might be expected to provide inspection instruction on the measure-
ment verification that such welds are of specified size. None of the

_

procedures reviewed contained any such instructions but it was found that
instruction had been given to the welding QC inspectors during training
classes and the written examination given the welding QC inspectors
contained a specific question dealing with the measurement of such welds
as a part of their certification process to be qualified inspectors. The
SRIC interviewed one experienced QC inspector for the purposes of having
the inspector explain the measurement process that he had been using
during the past several years on skewed welds. The process the' person
described was consistent with that previously described by a person who at
one time had been an instructor in the inspection training courses. The
SRIC would furth*r note that during the many inspections of structural
weldments conducted by both the SRIC and other NRC inspectors, there has
been no indication of undersized skewed fillet welds. The allegation that
the QC procedures do not address inspection of skewed welds is therefore
substantiated, but it has not been estabished that there are any safety-
related consequences of the lack of procedural addressment since apparently
adequate training was given to the-QC personnel. In order to provide
additional assurance that the instructions have been effective, B&R QA
management has initiated a reinspection of randomly selected skewed welds
based upon statistical sampling techniques. The licensee QA supervisor
has stated that appropriate QC procedures will be revised to address in
detail the inspection techniques to be ured both for the random reinspec-
tion effort and for future inspections. This matter will be considered
unresolved pending a review of the revised procedures and the outcome of
the reinspection effort. (Unresolved Item 8214-02)

5. Unresolved Item

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, violations, or
deviations. One unresolved item is identified in paragraph 4 of this
rep' ort.

6. Manacement Interview

The SRIC held a management interview on August 26, 1982, with the persons
identified in paragraph 1 to discuss inspection findings and to confirm
the commitments stated in paragraph 4.

.
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?. .: . . . :| urt hn '
Texas Utilities Generating Company "-g~ jjMlCE
ATTN: Mr. R. J. Gary, Executive Vice

President & General Manager
2001 Bryan Tower
Dallas, Texas 75201

Gentlemen:

This refers to the special irspection conducted by Messrs. R. C. Stewart
and R. G. Taylor of our staff during the period of August 3-30,1982, of
activities authorized by NRC Construction Permit CPPR-126, for the
Comanche Peak Facility, Unit 1.

As a matt.er of clarification with regard to the NRC Inspection
.

Report 50-445/82-14 which was issued as a result of this special inspection,
~

an initial inspection report was issued September 29, 1982. Subsequently,
information was verbally reportec' by your personnel to the Senior Resident
Inspector, Construction, regarding a potentially reportable construction
deficiency involving structural welding perfomed by NPS Industries.
NRC Inspection Report 50-445/82-14 was revised and issued on Noverr.ber 8,

-

1982, as a result of the additional infomation provided to reflect that
this office planned to perform additional inspections of vendor shop-
perfomed welding and that this issue was considered as an open item.'

NRC Inspection Report 50-445/82-14, which was issued November 8, 1982,
supersedet, the previous inspection report issued September 29, 1982.

Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will be
pleased to discuss them with you.

Sincerely,

- <> .

&, f i:!U,v'
'

I

'G. L. iiadsen, Chief
Reactor Project Branch 1

.

cc:
Texas Utilities Generating Company
ATTN: H. C. Schmidt, Project Manager
2001 Bryan Tower s

Dallas, Texas 75201
,
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Mr. John T. Co11tas "E
Regional Adstnistrator*

th S. Nuclear Regulatory Cocadssion
Region IV R1Y '82 DEC 17 A1039
611 Ryan Plaza Drive Suite 1000 Docket Mos. 50-445/IE Bulletin 82-01
Arlington, Texas 76012 50-446/IE Bu11etta 82-01

tr , _ m u .-
C0;ccMG & SERVICE - ;

tisurrT- COMANCHL PEAK STEM ELECTRIC STAT 1td
1981-83 MW INSTALIMION -

*

IE BULLETIM B2-01, REY. 1, SUPPLEMENT 1
.

.

Dear Mr. Collins: .'

In accordance with NRC IE Bulletin 82-01, Supplement 1, a complete
review of all radfographic flim for Comanche Peak Units 1 & 2
piping subassemblies furnished by ITT Grinnell, Kernersville, North
Carolina, has been accoglished. This review included Class 1, 2 '
and 3 piping and involved approximately 3949 welds (39,760
radiographs). Of this total.155 radiographs affecting 81 welds 7-
were discovered which had (or appeared to have had) the

'

penetrameter image enhanced with a soft lead pencil. One fils
appeared to have been enhanced with an ink pen. Two of the
radiographs which appeared to have been enhanced were in excess of
1/2 inch wall thickness.

Proposed corrective actions have not been fully.fonulated at the
present time., Preliminary analysis indicates that all but
approximately six welds will be found to meet applicable code
requirements for the following reasons:

1) Only one film of a double set exhibited signs of
alternation and the unaltered fils displays acceptable
sensitivity.

2) Class 3 lines falling under the purview of Code Case
N-292.

The six welds will be re-radiograpud as soon as practical,
consistent with scheduled activities.

Sincerely,
.

_

. .

! RJG: tis .

.

* 9
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